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Biblical

Theology

Revived

This issue of The Asbury Seminarian features the current

interest in BibUcal
reached the end of
the historical critic
an era

fairly obvious that we have
an era in BibUcal scholarship
an era in which
was too often scornful of the theologian. It was

theology.

It is

now

�

in which scholars often failed to

trees. This attitude was, in

see

the forest because of the

against the "pre-critical"
dogmatic exegesis of an earUer day. The current trend in
Biblical studies seeks to rectify some of the negative results which
came from the atomistic methods of the higher critics
methods
which often emphasized analysis at the expense of unity. For our
day the change of emphasis is a wholesome one. The current em
phasis represents a synthesis of the earlier theological approach with
the later critical approach and suggests the Hegelian interpretation
of history as "thesis, antithesis, and synthesis."
From the "evangelical" viewpoint (as the term is widely used
in American Protestantism) the current emphasis on Biblical the
ology is welcome. There is, for instance, a recognition of the essen
tial unity of the Scriptures. Increasingly it is being recognized that
itself,

a

reaction

and often

�

the historical books of the Old Testament present
pretation of Hebrew history. The prophets are

a

consistent inter

essentially at one
with respect to the Mosaic legislation. The Gospels and Epistles
share a common view of the significance of Jesus' ministry and
death. Such themes as church and kingdom unify not only the
Testaments but the entire Bible, as Nelson {The Realm of Redemp
tion, 1951) and Bright (The Kingdom of God, 1953) have shown.
A major problem today among "hberal" Bible scholars is that
of harmonizing an active Christian faith with Biblical criticism.
They are sensitive to the charge that Biblical research has too often
assumed an attitude of irresponsibility and has even been negative
and injurious with respect to the Christian faith. They realize
Christian scholarship must provide a positive leadership if Christi
anity is to make headway against the challenge of materialism in its
many forms. "Neo-liberal" and "neo-orthodox" scholars have

cently turned

re

their attention to the work of reconstruction (cf John
.

The
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Knox, Criticism and Faith, 1952; Edwin Lewis, The Biblical Faith
and Christian Freedom, 1952; and B. W. Anderson, Rediscovering
the Bible, 1951).

major problem among "evangelical" or conservative schol
ars concerns the inspiration and authority of the Bible. Usually such
discussions center in the questions of iaerrancy. Any valid theory
of inspiration must grow out of the evidence which the Bible itself
yields rather than a theory superimposed upon the Scriptures. Con
servative scholarship, which had long languished, is at last flourish
ing again and some significant contributions can be expected in the
near future. A growing dissatisfaction with positions which are sat
isfying to faith, but not sufficiently concerned with fact, is apparent.
A new degree of objectivity in conservative scholarship is discern
ible. Altogether the situation is favorable for advance in BibUcal
scholarship both among the neo-liberals and the neo-fundamentalA

ists

or

essentialists.

Asbury Theological Seminary does not take an official stand
on every contemporary theological issue, except as this is contained
in the Statement of Faith recently prepared by the administration
and trustees. AUowance is made for individual opinion within a
common area of shared convictions. Many times, without being
aware

of

it, the school has reacted

to an

issue in

a

way character

istic of the Pietist movement. This involves

essentially a loyalty to
the Scriptures as the sole authority for the Christian, the importance
of a vital faith, and latitude in the area of opinion. The ideal is
tolerance without indifference, good wiU without surrender of dis
cernment.

This

self-styled "evangelical" viewpoint is distinguishable from
an overly-literalistic fundamentalism on the one hand and a subjectivistic neo-orthodoxy on the other. There is in some branches
of fundamentalism a tendency to over-simpUfy critical problems.
Many times a crass literalism obscures a sound interpretation. The
position that the Bible needs presentation more than defense seems
a needed
emphasis. We think that the proof-text method of present
ing a position is often dogmatic and lacking in perspective. We
recognize that while "all Scripture is inspired of God," yet the result
is not

mechanical word-for-word dictation. Freedom was left for
the individual to convey God's thought in speech reflecting his own
a

personaUty

and the

of the age in which it came to utterance.
It should be clear to the careful student that
inspiration was re-

spirit
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fracted

personality and historical situations, thus
being accommodated to man's capacity for reception. Jesus set this
forth in his teaching on divorce, in which the original revelation to
Adam

through

was

human

modified at the time of Moses "because of the hardness

of your

hearts," an accommodation to man's limited capacity for
response (Matt. 19:8). The conclusion from Scriptural studies,
which we share in common with "fundamentaUsts," is that the origi
nal

autographs

contained

no

clusion is based upon the

statements

expectation

contrary

that

to fact. This

con

superintending divine
genuine revelation from
a

adequate to insure that a
God would contain nothing untrue. The other consideration is that
in numerous instances suspected "errors" have, in the light of fuller
knowledge, proven to be true. The extant records are such as to

providence

was

warrant the conclusion that the "errors"

are

due to factors in trans

mission rather than

faulty originals. Such a viewpoint is not neces
sarily our final word; we are always open to more light. It is not a
position adopted because it answers all the questions and solves all
problems; it rather appears to present fewer objections than other
alternatives thus far presented.
This "evangelical" viewpoint is one with "neo-orthodoxy" in
its recognition of man's sinfulness and incapacity, the need and fact
of divine revelation, the centraUty of Christ in revelation and atone
ment, and in the cardinal doctrines of the Christian faith. It is grate
ful to the "theology of crisis" for challenging the humanists to

recognize
the

cross

the sinfulness of man, the necessity for revelation, and
as the objective grounds for atonement. Our chief differ

ence comes

at the

point

of the

subjective

validation of the Word of

God. We consider it essential to insist that the Bible is

equally

accept it as such and those who do not.
in the light of it whether or not they actually

authoritative to those who
All

men

will be

heed it. To

judged
make the authority

of the word of God

dependent upon
man's ratification would lead ultimately to irresponsibility and
hence relativism and anarchy. Such a viewpoint makes man the
ultimate authority, since his response to revelation is necessary to
give it authority. He cannot claim exemption from the Law simply
because he fails to recognize its authority. We believe that the Bible
is the Word of

God, rather than that it contains

or

becomes the

Word of God.
The decisive role of the
is

seen

also in the concept

among the "neo-orthodox"
of "faith." While we do not hold that

subjective

The
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upon historical or archaeological authentication
of every detail of Biblical data, we do think a factual basis is
necessary for sound faith. We are not excited about the prospects
faith is

dependent

of successful

expeditions

Noah's ark. We

are

not

to Mt. Ararat to

dismayed

recover

when the

the remains of

archaeologists

fail to

find in the ruins of ancient Jericho full confirmation of the Book of

recognize with Minear (Eyes of Faith) and others that
paradoxical quality in faith that of seeing the invisible

Joshua. We
there is

a

�

(Heb. 11:1; Rom. 8:24,25).

dependent entirely

In other

words,

a

vital faith is not

experience; it is rooted rather in
spiritual reality. The "witness of the Spirit," for

upon sensory

one's inner grasp of
instance, is the entrance of God into man's consciousness in

a man

quite convincing, yet not phenomenal. However, it does seem
that the viewpoint represented in Eyes of Faith and Anderson's
Rediscovering the Bible is, to some extent, like arguing in a circle.
Faith does not flourish in a vacuum nor arise without an originating
cause. Simply because the church has "faith" is no assurance that
the "faith" may not simply be credulity or superstition. Real faith
ner

must rest upon

facts, rather than facts upon faith. To discount the

of the

Scripture as essential to faith is to leave "faith"
on nothing more than
subjectivism. The central doctrine
of the resurrection is built upon a carefully ascertained discovery
that the tomb was empty and that the body which occupied it was
inhabited by the risen Christ. The evidence is built on what the ear
liest witnesses believed to be sensory experience: they found the
tomb empty, they saw the risen Christ, heard him speak, felt of his
historicity
suspended

wounds,

ate breakfast with

him, and later declared, "That which we
have seen and heard we proclaim unto you" (I John 1:3). The New
Testament faith is based upon first-hand reports of factual events
and the one authentic presentation of the evidence is the New
Testament. Thus the "faith" should not be set in contrast to history
and the book; the faith is dependent upon
history and the book
upon the faith. The book, moreover, is the chief factor in the con

tinuity

of that faith.

The alert student of the Bible views the present trend in Bibli
cal studies with hope, without
cynicism and yet with reserve about
assuming that the newest is thereby the truest. Pietists have too
often been indifferent to

have often

lagged

or

fearful of intellectual achievement.

behind in Biblical

caUed upon to love God with aU

our

scholarship.

Since

heart, mind, soul,

and

They

we

are

strength.
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constitutes, among other things, a call to love God with all the
mental faculties. This is as much a part of the command as that of

loving

with all the heart. In this

research

evangelicals in

era

of renewed

activity

in Bibhcal

the Pietist tradition would do well to make

their full contribution to fresh and creative Bible

study. This,

in

a

small part, the current issue of The Asbury Seminarian seeks
to do.
G. A. T.

History of the Holy Spirit

Luke's

Delbert R. Rose

The two

longest books

Luke and the Acts of the

�

Apostles

Apostle Paul,

4:14). Serving

"the historian of

the Christian Church the most

tion

on

the

Holy Spirit

Gospel

of

by the Gentile
physician" (Col.

written

were

�

Luke "the beloved

co-laborer of the
as

the

in the New Testament

Pentecost,"^ Luke has furnished

replete

source

to be found in the

of historical informa
from

Scriptures

a

single

writer. In Acts he has recorded the historical fulfillment of that
which all four

Gospels

have

preserved

the Christ's foremost

ecy concerning
with the Holy Spirit

as

John the

ministry,

Baptist's proph
baptizing

that of

(Mt. 3:11; Mk. 1:8; Lk. 3:16; Jn. 1:25-27,

33).

presentation in the third Gospel of mate
rial on the activity of the Holy Spirit naturally leads up to the
Paraclete passages in John's Gospel, chapters fourteen through six
teen, and to the phenomena in the book of Acts. Impressed by this
welding of the third Gospel to the Acts by means of the Spiritemphasis in each book, Lonsdale Ragg was moved to affirm.
Luke's selection and

The

Day of Pentecost, of which St. Luke is the unique historian, and
to which his Gospel
may be said to lead up as to a climax, forms a link
between the Synoptic and Johannine conceptions of Jesus
it is Luke who
in his picture of the descent of the Holy Spirit "records the moment and
means" by which the disciples became conscious of a real (though not cor
poreal) presence of the Master ever abiding with them. "This conviction
came to the disciples on the Day of Pentecost, and it changed the sphere in
.

.

.

...

which the Master

was

present with them from

It formed thus the transition from the

which

was

external to

an

internal

Synoptic Conception of Jesus
Conceptions."2

one.

to that

the basis of the Pauline and Johannine

In this

pouring

an

out

the Father's promise of the Holy Spirit, the Son's
of the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit's presence in the

study

Church have been

successively

considered in the

light

of the Luke-

Acts documents.

1

Lonsdale Ragg, St. Luke ("Westminster Commentaries"
Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1922]), p. xxxvii.
2

Ibid.,

p. xxvi.

[London:

Luke's History of the
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I.

The third

Gospel

closes

(Lk. 24:49)

and the book of Acts

opens (Acts 1:4) with specific reference to "the promise of the
Father." The Old Testament prophet Joel had given the prophecy

of God

in the last

pouring out,

days.

His

upon all flesh, re
2:17-18 cf. Joel 2:28ff).

Spirit

gardless of sex, age, class or race (Acts
This predictive emphasis on the Spirit's forthcoming function was
central in John the Baptist's preaching concerning the coming
Messiah's work (Lk. 3:16), and was continued by Christ during His
earthly ministry (Lk. 11:13; 12:12). During His post-resurrection
instruction to the disciples, Christ urged the necessity of their "wait
ing for the promise of the Father" (Acts 1:4). They were to tarry in
Jerusalem until they had received that promise which would mean
to them "power from on high" (Lk. 24:49). After the Holy Spirit
had fallen in baptismal power upon the disciples in Jerusalem on
the Day of Pentecost, Peter stood up before the throng of wor
shipers in the city and declared to them that the strange phenomena
they were witnessing that day were but the fulfillment of Joel's
prophecy of the Spirit's advent in a new relation to all men quali
fied to receive the Spirit (Acts 2: 17ff). He cHmaxed his first sermon
in the new era of the Spirit's ministry by promising the gift of the
Spirit to all who were called by God, to all who answered the call
in penitence, and who accepted baptism in Jesus' name as evidence
of their faith in Him for the remission of their
Luke has cited

(Joel's),

once

sms

(Acts 2:38-39).

voice from the Old Testament

two voices from the

transitional

period

period
closing
Gospel age

between the

of the age of the law and the full estabhshment of the
(John's and Jesus'), and one from the Gospel age (Peter') to focus
attention upon the Holy Spirit as the promised gift of the Father.

availability and activating minis
try in visions, dreams and prophecy; John spoke of the Spirit's
purging as by fire those receiving the Messianic baptism; Jesus
spoke of the Spirit's empowering and teaching the disciples; and
Peter reiterated the Spirit's universal availability, due to the ascen
sion of the risen Christ, upon the condition of having received the
Joel

spoke

of the

Spirit's

universal

remission of one's sins.
IL
To his

baptism

was

inquirers
needed

John the

even

after

Baptist insisted that the Messiah's
they had received the baptism with
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specifically designated it
as the baptism bestowed by the Christ. Following His resurrection
Jesus said to His disciples, ".
behold, / send forth the promise of
water for the

remission of their

.

sms.

John

.

." (Lk. 24:49). On the Day of Pentecost,
my Father upon you
Peter unhesitantly affirmed, "This Jesus did God raise up, whereof
.

we

all

are

witnesses.

.

Being therefore by

the

right hand of God
promise of the Holy

exalted, and having received of the Father the
Spirit, he hath poured forth this, which ye see and hear" (Acts
2:32-33).
John, the risen Christ, and Peter each declared Jesus the
Christ to be the mediator of the

Holy Spirit

from God the Father

waiting believers. Here, doubtless, is the best source
theological teaching that the Spirit proceeds from both the
to the

for the
Father

and the Son.
While the procurement of the Holy Spirit from the Father
upon Christ's ascension and the outpouring of the same on the Day

beginning in the history of redemption,
yet the Holy Spirit had been actively present during the previous
dispensation. In the Old Testament period the prophets had been
moved upon in prophetic utterances: such as David who foretold
Judas' failure, betrayal of Christ, tragic end and replacement (Acts
of Pentecost marked

a new

l:16ff); and Isaiah who foresaw the national failure of Israel in

rejecting

the

message concerning the Lord Jesus Christ
Not only did the prophets foresee and speak by

Gospel

(Acts 28:25-31).
the

Holy Spirit, but the people unto whom they spoke were also
confronted by the Holy Spirit and for the most part resisted both
the prophets and their message, thereby resisting the Holy Spirit
Himself (Acts 7:51-53).
During the transition from the Old Testament dispensation to
the New, extendmg from shortly after Gabriel's visit to Zacharias
in the Temple to the Day of Pentecost, the Holy Spirit was mani
festly present among God's people as had not been known since the
days of Malachi.^ This new outburst of the Spirit's work issued in
the miraculous conception of the child in the
Virgin Mary's womb
(Lk. 1:35).
3

F.

Godet, A Commentary on the Gospel of St. Luke (New York:
Wagnalls Co., 1887), p. 69; H. B. Swete would hold this outburst of
the Spirit's work as parallel to that of the days of the Maccabees; See: The
Holy Spirit in the New Testament (London: Macmillan Co. Ltd., 1909), p. 12.
Funk &

Luke's
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One vast difference distinguishes the Conception of our Lord from
other miraculous conceptions
The Holy Spirit sanctified the flesh on
which it wrought. Of the Child of Mary while yet unborn
it is said that
...

He shall be known

His entire

holy,

as

intervention is to be

seen

even as son

of God.

.

.

.

The result of this Divine

in the human life of the Lord; in His

sinlessness,

of the Fatherhood of God, from the dawn
of consciousness to His last breath. The entail of sin was broken at last, and
one

consecration, His

born of

The

a woman

even as

man,

holy

and

a son

also

1:67-79), Simeon and

Anna

(Lk. 2:25-38), and filled John the

Baptist from birth who eventually went forth in
of Elijah to turn the hearts of many Israelites
their fathers
Not

of God.^

produced the divine afflatus in prophecy upon
(Lk. 1:41-45), Mary (Lk. 1:46-55), Zacharias (Lk.

Holy Spirit

Elizabeth

was,

sense

and power
back to the God of
the

spirit

(Lk. 1:15-17).

only

was

Jesus conceived

by

the

Holy Spirit,

but He

was

especially anointed (Acts 10:38; Lk. 3:21-22; 4:17-19,21), filled
and empowered by the Spirit for service (Lk. 4:1). Led by the Spirit
into the wilderness. He encountered the Tempter for forty days and
came forth as victor in the power of the Holy Spirit to begin His
ministry in Galilee (Lk. 4:1-2, 14). Luke has indicated that Jesus
found His deepest delights and highest joys in the Holy Spirit
(10:21).
Even before Pentecost Luke had

specifically

shown that the

Holy Spirit filled individuals (John, Zacharias, Elizabeth, Simeon,
and Jesus), empowered them (John and Jesus), led them (Simeon
and Jesus), prophesied through them (Elizabeth, Zacharias, Simeon,
John and Jesus), and produced in them joy (Elizabeth, Zacharias,
Simeon and Jesus).
At Pentecost, however, something new was introduced. "The
Acts in fact is a history of 'the new dispensation'; and that is why
it lacks a definite conclusion. These twenty-eight chapters are but
the beginning (i 1, xi 15): we are still living under the dispensation
of the Spirit."^ As the Advent of the Son of God (Lk. 1:35) was
marked by inaugural signs, first at His birth (Lk. 1 :26ff, 41f; 2:8ff,
25-38) and then at His baptism (Lk. 3:21-22), so the dispensational
advent of the Spirit was marked by inaugural signs (Acts 2:1-4).
4

Ibid., pp. 27 f. (It does

not

belong

to the

present study

to

consider the

credibility of the Gospel narratives of the Conception of Christ since
are part of the first and third Gospels as we have received them.)

they

Richard Belward Rackham, The Acts of the Apostles ("Oxford Com
mentaries" [New York: Edwin S. Gorham, 1902]), p. xxxviii.
5
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rushing, the vision of tongues part
ing asunder as of fire and sitting upon each one of them, and the
speaking in other tongues as the Spirit gave them utterance. The
distribution of the Spirit upon each head "evidently pointed to the
truth that the Paraclete had come to dwell not only with the society
as a whole, nor only with the officers of the society, but with all its
There

came

the sound of wind

members."�

inaugural signs was given by Peter
in response to the Jerusalem-multitude's inquiry, "What meaneth
this?" (Acts 2:12). Peter's interpretation of the event was that it
was the fulfillment of Joel's prophecy which had been made possible
by the once crucified but now risen and ascended Jesus of Nazareth
who had "received from the Father the promise of the Holy Spirit"
and "poured forth this" which they saw and heard (2:33). The
signs were the evidence on earth that the resurrected Jesus had been
exalted at the right hand of God in heaven, had been made by God
"both Lord and Christ," and procured for "all flesh" the possible
fullness of God's Spirit (2:17-39). Peter's interpretation of the sig
nificance of the signs on the Day of Pentecost was to inform the
religious but non-Christian audience of both the dispensational and
the supra-dispensational meaning of the crucifixion, resurrection,
and ascension of Christ and the descent of the Holy Spirit. But
when interpreting that same event (along with a similar one occur
ring later among Gentiles in Caesarea) to the body of believers in
that first general conference of the early Church, Peter declared
that the baptism with the Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost meant
to each recipient the purifying of his heart by faith (Acts 15:8-9).
To those outside the Christian feUowship Peter related Pentecost
objectively both to what had preceded it and what was to follow
(Acts 2), but to those inside the fellowship Peter gave the subjective
and personal aspect of what occurred when the Spirit fell upon
The

significance

of these

them (15:8-9).
After the historic Pentecost, other initial out-pourings of the
Holy Spirit came, doubtless indicating that while a new dispensa
tion had
enced

by

begun

it must be

corporately and/or individually experi

all groups of believers.

Following the Jerusalem-Pentecost for Jews consisting of the
original apostles and scores of disciples of the Lord, Philip's con6

Swete,

op.

cit., p. 72.

Luke's History of the
verts in Samaria

received their

circumcized but

�

pentecostal baptism
personal "Pentecost"

14-17). Saul's
days after he met the

Lord Jesus

Jewish

only part
with the

by

race

�

Spirit (Acts 8:12,

in Damascus

on

13

Holy Spirit

the road to

(9:17-18) three
the city (9:27)

outpouring of the Spirit. The fourth initial
pouring forth of the Spirit upon a body of believers was upon the
uncircumcised but God-fearing Gentile household in Caesarea
(10:44). A like reception came to some disciples (probably Apollos' converts; see: Acts 18:24ff) in Ephesus under Paul's ministry
(19:5-7). These five initial outpourings of the Spirit were distinc
tive, but repeated "infillings" of the Spirit were experienced sub
sequently by apostles and disciples. Without having forfeited their
newly-found relationship to the Spirit these men were given a
"special influx of power" to meet the emergencies which had arisen
in the pathway of service for their Lord.^ Initially baptized (and
marks the third-recorded

2:4) with the Spirit in the upper room, Peter was sub
sequently "filled" (aorist tense) with the Spirit at least two different
times (4:8, 31). The same was true of other apostles and Jerusalem
believers (4:31). Paul was initially "filled" with the Spirit (9:17)
"filled"

and

�

"filled"

subsequently

again when facing
the abiding fullness

(13:9). While there was
enjoyed (6:5; 7:55; 11:24), there
for

special

were

a

crucial situation

of the

Spirit

to be

also additional enduements

circumstances in Christian life and service.
III.

Of the

eighty-eight

times in the New Testament that the

"Spirit" is characterized the "Holy Spirit," Luke has employed the
name fifty-three times, twelve in his Gospel, and forty-one in Acts.
But he also uses "the Spirit of the Lord" (Lk. 4:18; Acts 5:9), "the
Spirit" (Lk. 2:27; 4:14; Acts 8:29), "my Spirit" (i.e., God's Spirit;
Acts 2:17-18), and "the Spirit of Jesus" (Acts 16:7) when speaking
of "the Holy Spirit." From this linking and equating of the Holy
Spirit with "God's Spirit," "the Spirit," "the Spirit of the Lord,"
and "the Spirit of Jesus," it is not difficult to understand the trinitarian's insistence that there are ample scriptural bases for believ
ing in the essential unity but tri-personal character of the Godhead.
Rackham
lianism

was

(the idea

confident that Christians

that the Son and the

are

Spirit

"saved from Sabel-

are

only

names

for

A. T. Robertson, Word Pictures in the New Testament (Nashville:
Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, 1930), III, 181.
7
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different aspects of God) by the distinct assertions of the Spirit's
personaUty. He [the Holy Spirit] speaks with the emphatic first
person: 'go with the men, for / have sent them,' 'Separate me
Barnabas and Saul'
(10:19-20; 13:2; cp. 8:29, 39; 11:12; 13:4;
16:6-7).^ Further, Luke has set forth the Holy Spirit as leading
"

in Him

(Lk. 10:21), as teaching
the disciples what to say under trial (Lk. 12:12), and as capable of
being blasphemed (Lk. 12:10). Speaking against the Son of man
(a personality) is a pardonable sin, Jesus affirmed, but blaspheming
the Holy Spirit is an unpardonable sin. Since personality is the
highest reality known to men, it is very improbable that sinning
against something less than personality if the Holy Spirit is not
personal ^would merit greater condemnation than sinning against
the person of the Son of man. In the Acts, the personality of the
Spirit has been further implied by His speaking (21:11; 28:25), by
His forbidding and prohibiting (16:6-7), by His being pleased
(15:28), tried (5:9), lied to (5:3), and resisted (7:51). ".
though
the Holy Spirit is not definitely hypostastized in the New Testament,
as a person in the unity of a
tri-personal Essence, personal qualities
are freely attributed to it as an
agent in the field of human experi
ence."^ Since the Holy Spirit fulfills "the whole of our Lord's per
sonal functions toward the Church
Teacher, Director, Protec
Jesus

(Lk. 4:1),

as

producing joy

�

�

.

.

.

.

.

tor, CounseUor this invests Him with all the essential attributes of
that which we understand by personality."^" And even if "the Holy
�

Spirit does not receive the name of God, if there is no statement in
the fact is impUed m pas
regard to the godhead of the Spirit
."^^
sages which attribute to the Spirit the Divine prerogatives
According to the Luke-Acts account, John the Baptist, Jesus,
and Peter characterized the dispensational promise of the Spirit as
a baptism (Lk. 3:16-17; Acts
1:5; 11:15-17). As John's waterbaptism symbolized a washing or purification for the remission of
sins (Lk. 3:3), so Jesus' Spirit-baptism was a
purification of the
12
heart (Acts 15: 8-9).
To those already havmg obtained the re
mission of their sins, Jesus spoke of the remaining evil m then...

.

8
�

Rackham, op. cit., p. Ixxv.
Swete, op. cit., pp. 290-91.

10
11
12

mans

.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,

p. 292.

p. 288.
See: L. Berkhof,

Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerd-

Publishing Co., 1946),

pp. 630-1.
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Holy Spirit

(Lk. 11:13; Illustre

testimonium de peccato originali
and assured them that the Father would give the Holy

�

Bengel.)
Spirit upon their asking for Him. When Peter interpreted the sub
jective side (of the Father's gift) of the baptism with the Holy Spirit
to the first general council of the Christian Church, he spoke of it
as a purification of the believers' hearts (Acts 15:8-9).
While Acts 15 is

recognized by some New Testament scholars
important in Acts,"^"'^ yet many widely received studies
on the Holy Spirit have
utterly neglected a proper treatment of Acts
15 as the divinely-inspired interpretation of the essential, subjective
significance of Pentecost. The idea of purification in Christ's
Spirit-baptism antedated the power-emphasis and, as far as the
record of Acts goes, seems to have been uppermost in the Apostle
Peter's mind when he is last heard from in Luke's writings (Acts
15:7ff). Pentecost was the inaugural of the Holy Spirit's supreme
dispensational ministry that of producing purity and sanctity of
spirit in the believer. This "ethical side of the Spirit's nature and
work" is emphasized in the very name given the Spirit
the Holy
Spirit.
Twice Jesus characterized the Spirit's coming upon the dis
ciples as an enduement with power (Lk. 24:49; Acts 1:8). This was
the objective side of the Spirit's work in and through the believers.
Purity was the subjective need to care for the remaining sinproblem of the disciples, but power met the objective demand for
facing their constant service-problem. This bestowal of power was
connected with the disciples' witnessing to others of their risen
Lord. Long before Pentecost Jesus had "called the twelve together,
and gave them power and authority over all demons, and to cure
diseases. And he sent them forth to preach the kingdom of God,
and to heal the sick" (Lk. 9:1-2). Later, to the Seventy also, Jesus
gave power to heal the sick, cast out demons, and preach the king
dom of God (Lk. 10:9, 19). If Pentecost was an impartation of
power above and beyond that which the twelve already knew, it
as

"the most

�

�

Foakes-Jackson, The Acts of the Apostles (New York: Richard
S. Smith, Inc., 1931), p. 129.
14 See: W. E. Biederwolf s A
Help to the Study of the Holy Spirit; A. J.
Gordon's The Ministry of the Spirit; Abraham Kuyper's The Work of the
Holy Spirit; G. Campbell Morgan's The Spirit of God; R. A. Torrey's The
Person and Work of the Holy Spirit; and Merrill F. Unger's The Baptizing
13
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primarily a subjective change within believers, and
secondarily a persuasiveness with others in makmg the then in
visible Christ a present, Uving reality. Power received at Pentecost
further enabled the disciples to endure joyfully sufferings for Christ
(5:40, 41; 16:23-25), to face willingly martyrdom for Christ
must have been

(21:13), and to be Christ-like in attitude toward their enemies
(7:55, 59, 60). Power to be Christ-like seems to transcend the

extraordinary wonders in service whether before or
Pentecost. The quality of spirit in the disciples, rather than
quantum of service, marks the major emphasis in Acts.

power to do

after

their

The

jruit of the Spirit abounded in the lives of the Spirit-filled

believers. One of those fruit much in evidence in both Luke and

joyful praise. The Gospel begins (1:14) and ends (24:52)
and is suffused throughout with the note of joy. That special qual
ity, "itself the gift of the Holy Ghost," burst forth on one unique
occasion in the daily life of the Lord (10:21).^^ "The immediate
effect of the Spirit is to make men utter the mighty works of God,
and magnify him: praise is the normal attitude of the Christian
life: after persecution, controversy, or success, alike they glorify

Acts

was

God..."^^

(2:4, 11: 10:46: 2:47; 4:24; 11:18; 13:48; 21:20;
16:25; 27:35; 28:15). "The early Christians lived in a state of
exultation or gladness
."^^
.

.

Other consequents of Pentecost were the Spirit's bestowal of
spiritual gifts and guidance in service. The Spirit selected personnel
and times and

for service and

synchronized them as to
Paul and others to achieve amazing results
(2:40-43; 8:29, 39; 10:19: 13:2, 4; 16:6-7). While the Spirit

enable

places
Peter, Philip,

Himself

so

gift from the Father and the Son to the Church
(11:17; 2:33), He also gave gifts to various believers. The Spirit's
gifts included tongues (2:4; 10:46; 19:6), prophecy (11:27-28;
21:9-11), healings (5:14-16; 8:7), and miracles (6:8; 19:11-12).
He chose some to be apostles (14:4), some prophets (11:27; 13:1;
21 : 9), some evangelists (21 : 8), some elders
("presbyters" 20: 17)
or overseers
("bishops" 20:28), and others deacons (6:1-6) and
teachers (13:1) for the extension, government and instruction of
was

a

�

�

the Church.
15
16
1^

Ragg, op. cit., p. xxxix.
Rackham, op. cit., p. xxxvi.
Loc. cit.
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(in Luke-Acts) formulated for the

Christian Church the moral conditions

obtaining the
gift of the Spirit in His dispensational fullness?^^ First, it is quite
clear that the Spirit is the Father's gift to those who have become
His spiritual children by faith in Jesus Christ. John the Baptist
prophesied of the Messiah's Spirit-baptism as that which the peni
tent and forgiven (symbolized by receiving water baptism) were to
receive after the Christ had

come

requisite

to

(Lk. 3:3, 7-8, 15-17). Jesus'

pre- and

post-resurrection ministries dwelt upon the promise of the
Spirit to His own discipled-friends (Lk. 12:1, 4, 12), to those who
had obtained the forgiveness of sins (Lk. 11:1, 13; 12:12; Lk.
24:47-49; Acts 1:4-5, 8). After the 120 were Spirit-baptized and
the

assembled multitudes in Jerusalem

this?"

asked,

(2:12), Peter interpreted the strange,

new

"What meaneth

event

as

the fulfill

ment of Joel's

the

prophecy, assuring his listeners that the promise of
Holy Spirit was to them, to their children, and to all that are

afar

off, even as many as the Lord their God should call unto Him
self (Acts 2:38-39). But only upon the condition that they repent
of their sins and accept baptism in the Name of Jesus Christ as
their Saviour from sin could
diffusion of God's

they

share in the

Spirit (2:17-18). Throughout

promised-universal
the Acts those with

faith in Jesus

as Saviour are called to repentance and
personal
forgiveness through His name and in no instance are they offered
the promised gift of the Spirit as their first step in salvation (Acts

out a

2:38; 3:17-19; 5:31; 13:38-39; 17:29-31; 20:20-21; 26:16-18).
Those scholars who have viewed "the birth of the
tion and

and "the

with the

Spirit" (justifica
Spirit" as occur

baptism
Dispensation have cited Cornelius'
household as a demonstration of their position (Acts 10). Quite
clearly Cornelius' household before receiving their "Pentecost"
as far
were devout. God-fearing, praying, obedient and believing
as they understood the Christian message (10:2, 4, 22, 30-31, 33,
regeneration)
ring simultaneously in

this

�

36-37ff). This writer has failed
group
whom

to find in Acts one

individual

or

receiving the promised-baptism with the Holy Spirit about
exegetical evidence cannot be produced that forgiveness of

of the household of Cornelius, Peter describes the one
experience by 'poured out,' 'fell upon,' 'received,' 'baptized,' and 'gave,' and
then said it was like Pentecost which therefore was also an 'enduement' and
18
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'filling.'

"

case

See: W. E.

Biederwolf, A Help to the Study of the Holy Spirit
Co., 1903), pp. 96-7.
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already a possibility if not a
to obtaining the gift of the Spirit.
Secondly, the knowledge that the Holy Spirit is promised to
the believer was a second conditioning factor in receiving Him.
John's prophecy, Jesus' promises, and Peter's preaching brought
the knowledge of the Spirit's availability to many disciples, but
evidently Cornelius' household did not know the Spirit was for
them until Peter's visit, and the Ephesian disciples did not know
that the Spirit was as yet given to believers until Paul reached them
(19:1-4). This knowledge must extend to knowing "how much
more" willing the Father is to give the Spirit than parents are to
give good gifts to their children (Lk. 11:13).
In addition to believing on Jesus' name for forgiveness of sins,
and knowing that the Spirit is for all believers
irrespective of loca
sins

through
reality prior

faith in Jesus Christ

was

�

class, race, age or sex (Acts 2:17-18, passim) there
must be a seeking after Him, as evidenced by prayer. Jesus taught
His disciples to ask the Father for the Spirit (Lk. 11:13), and to
tarry or wait before the Father for the Spirit (Lk. 24:49; Acts 1:4).
The apostles and brethren did as commanded, continuing stead
fastly in prayer (1:14). When Peter and John went to Samaria to
lead Philip's converts into the fullness of the Spirit they first prayed
for them that they might receive the Divine gift (8:14-15ff). When
Ananias was instructed by the Lord to go to Paul (then called
"Saul") that he might "be filled with the Holy Spirit" (9:17), the
Lord informed Ananias that Paul was praying (9:11). Cornelius
was seeking in prayer to have his
spiritual deficiency met when the

tion,

season,

answer

�

came

which issued in the Caesarean Pentecost (10:2-4,

9-20, 30-31).
Two

qualifying conditions necessary to obtaining the
gift of the Holy Spirit have been set forth in Acts. Peter declared
that obeying the Spirit's will and leadership regardless of the cost
more

in disfavor from the world

requisite

or

discomfort to one's self

was

pre

to this new

relationship (Acts 5:32, 29; 10:33, 44; See:
Lk. 12:12). Peter further affirmed that believing for the immediate
fulfillment of the Father's promise brought to the seeking disciples
the purifying baptism and
empowerment with the Spirit (Acts

15:8-9; 11:17).
To the

discerning interpreter

of Luke-Acts there

correctives with which the Christian is

porary

are

sufficient

safeguarded against contem
misconceptions concerning the gift and work of the Holy
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Spirit. Acts has shown that the Spirit's fullness may and should be
experienced by large congregations as instanced by the apostles and
disciples in Jerusalem (ca. 120 1:15), by smaller groups as in
Caesarea ("many"
10:27) and in Ephesus ("about twelve men"
19:7), by families as in Caesarea (10:2, 7, 22, 24; 11:12, 14), and
by each individual as in Paul's case (9:17). This gift of the Heavenly
Father is not confined to especially sacred seasons such as the Day
of Pentecost (2:1) or to sacred places such as Jerusalem (2:1, 5).
Even the despised territory of the Samaritans (ch. 8) and the gate
way city to the Asiatic Gentiles (ch. 19) experienced the outpouring
of the Spirit in Pentecostal fullness.
The initial outward signs of the Spirit's fullness varied almost
as much as the nationalities and localities of the
recipients. The
Jewish apostles and disciples in Jerusalem witnessed three signs
the sound as of a rushing mighty wind, the sight of cloven tongues
like as of fire, and the speech in other languages of the Spiritbaptized behevers. The Samaritans as far as the record goes had
no outward signs. Paul's
reception of the Spirit's fullness is not
specifically marked by external phenomena, except the restoration
of his eyesight (ch. 9). The devout Caesarean Gentiles witnessed
one sign
the speaking in tongues (10:46)
whereas the Jewish
believers in Ephesus received two signs when the Spirit came to
them (19:6). Obviously there was no external pattern of signs set
up in Acts for the Church to follow in subsequent generations rela
tive to the individual or corporate enduement with the Spirit. Luke
has guarded against the false view that any one or combination of
signs is evidence of the baptism with the Spirit.
Sometimes the Holy Spirit was received immediately after
becoming a disciple as did Paul (9:27, 17), sometimes shortly after
beginning the Christian life as in the case of the Samaritans (8:12,
14-16), and at times after a longer period of discipleship as in the
case of the 120, and the twelve at Ephesus. Some have viewed the
Gentiles at Caesarea as receiving the Spirit's fulhiess simultaneous
with their finding pardon. The whole description of Cornelius and
his household as devout worshippers of the God of Israel and the
fact that they had already heard and known of the good tidings of
�

�

�

�

�

�

day in redemptive history marked by the external phenomena
of that event, Pentecost is unrepeatable. But the spiritual possibility and
necessity in each generation of each believer experiencing at Christ's hands
the baptism with the Holy Spirit ever remains.
19
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to
peace by Jesus Christ the Saviour made them already acceptable
God for they feared God as they knew Him and wrought right
eousness insofar as light had come to them {See: 10:2, 4, 7, 22,
�

30-37; 11:9, 12).
The ritual of water

baptism

and of

laying

on

of hands also

are

fixed formula in the Acts. Sometimes water baptism was
not immediately connected with receiving the Spirit, as instanced
by the 120 in Jerusalem (chs. 1, 2). In fact, there is no account
without

a

given in Acts of the water baptism of those who were Spiritbaptized on the Day of Pentecost. Sometimes water-baptism pre
ceded, by a short but unknown period of time, the baptism with the
Holy Spirit as at Samaria (8:12, 14-17); one outpouring of the
Holy Spirit was immediately preceded by water-baptism as in the
experience of the Ephesian disciples (19:5-6); and in one, if not
two, cases the Holy Spirit fell upon men before being baptized with
as at Caesarea and probably
water in the Name of Jesus Christ
Damascus (10:47-48; 9:17-18). Quite probably the lack of a di
vinely fixed pattern in regard to the relation between experiencing
water (ritual) and Spirit (real) baptism is to safeguard against
holding the sacraments as the mode of receiving the Holy Spirit.
The ritual of "the laying on of hands" in receiving the gift of
the Spirit follows no set order in Acts. The Holy Spirit fell upon
the 120 and upon the Gentiles in Caesarea without the mediating
�

�

�

act of this ceremony, whereas He

ers, Paul and the

An

important

upon the Samaritan believ
in conjunction with this rite.

came

Ephesian disciples

difference in these latter

cases

needs to be observed.

In Samaria and

Ephesus, apostles officiate in the ceremony, but at
Damascus, when the foremost apostle to the Gentiles was both
filled with the Spirit and baptized with water, a certain devout
disciple, Ananias by name, was divinely appointed to ofiiciate in
the laying on of hands (9:10, 12, 17; 22:12-16). Could this lack
of a set ritual by a special class of men be the Divine safeguard
against a false clericalism and ecclesiasticism?
It seems amply clear that the pouring forth of the
Holy Spirit
is not conditioned by signs, sacraments, rituals, numbers, places,
seasons, races, classes or offices. What does seem unalterably true
is that only disciples are eligible to be
Spirit-baptized and that upon
the condition of obedient faith.
If power for service, for
sign-working, for prophesying and
preaching the Kingdom of God was known by the apostles and the
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seventy before the Day of Pentecost, what dispensational changes
occurred

that historic

day which remain throughout the Church
Age? Pentecost immediately rendered the Jewish-Christian believ
ers relatively
independent of the Temple and its services, and the
Gentile disciples utterly free from any Jewish ritual or ceremony.
The Spirit's fullness in believers was evidence that God dwelleth
not in temples made with hands (Acts 7:44-53; 17:24-31), but in
human personalities, regardless of race or class, which have sub
on

mitted themselves to the crucified but risen Jesus of Nazareth whom
God had made both Lord and Christ (2:36). Now without inter
vening priests or man-manipulated sacrifices each believer by the

Spirit has access
dwelling-place of
account of the

moniously

to God

through

God

earth. The Book of Acts is

on

Jesus Christ and becomes the

transition from that which

observed in the

Temple

was

a

objectively

historical
and

cere

of Jerusalem to that which it

typified for subjective realization in character in Spirit-filled be
lievers anywhere in the world. Here in Acts has been demonstrated
the Pauline

emphasis that "the kingdom of God
drinking, but righteousness and peace and joy in

is not

the

eating and
Holy Spirit."

Verbal Differences in Parallel Passages
in the Synoptics and Their Implications
for a Doctrine of Divine Inspiration
Ralph Earle

There is
of

inspiration

subject more vital to our Christian faith than the
the Scriptures. Actually, all other doctrines are based
no

upon this one. Without a divine revelation we have no basis for a
beUef in the deity of Jesus and His atoning sacrifice for our sins.
Take away the foundation of inspiration and the whole superstruc
ture of the Christian faith must inevitably collapse in ruins.

purpose in this paper to make a comprehensive
of this important subject. That would be impossible within

It is not

study
the
an

our

limits of space allowed. Neither do I propose to attempt
adequate definition of inspiration. The severe limitations of my
narrow

knowledge of epistemology and psychology preclude that possibil
ity. Rather, I desire to point out the bearing on this subject of one
of the most interesting phenomena in the New Testament verbal
differences in parallel sayings of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels.
�

One of the most obvious and
in the

Synoptics

is the

frequency

interesting

features encountered

with which the distinctive charac

teristics of Mark appear in that shortest of the Gospels. Vividness,
forcefulness, fulness of detail, picturesqueness in descriptions, the
use

of strong terms

�

all these confront the reader

over

and

over

again.
One of

these, attention to detail, shows up even in a quotation
from John the Baptist. Where Matthew has, speaking of Jesus'
shoes, "I am not worthy to bear (bastasaiy and Luke has "I am
not worthy to unloose (lysai)" Mark reads "I am not worthy to
stoop down and unloose (kypsas lysai)" It seems obvious that the
Holy Spirit in leading the three evangelists to record this saying of
John the Baptist was concerned with the thought rather than the
exact form of words. Mark, by his added word,
simply draws the
lines

a

bit

more

It has

sharply

in the

picture

of

a

humble servant.

long been the tradition of the church that Mark's Gospel
represents the preaching of Peter. This position, supported by evi
dence from the early Christian centuries, has been
challenged fre-

Verbal Differences in Parallel Passages in the Synoptics

quently in recent
abandoning it.
use

years. But

we

see

no

compelling

23

reason

for

One of the ways in which Mark seems to echo Peter is in the
of stronger language than that adopted by the other two Synop-

tists.

Impulsive

Peter

was a

forceful

speaker.

His very temperament

would lead him to

employ graphic terms.
Two examples of this appear in the first chapter of his Gospel.
Describing the scene at Jesus' baptism Mark says that the heavens
were "rent asunder (schizomenous)" which might well be rendered
"split apart." Matthew and Luke employ a much milder term, the
verb anoigo, "open."
The other example is to be found in connection with the
temptation of Jesus. Matthew says that Jesus was "led up" (anechthe) into the wilderness by the Spirit. Luke employs the simple verb
ago. But Mark has

ekballei, "driveth him forth."

It is true that many verbs appear to have lost some of their
pristine force in the Koine period. And probably ekballd is one of

the several

significant
a

stronger

examples

that could be cited. Nevertheless it is still

that Mark should have
term than those used

chosen, perhaps following Peter,

by

the other two.

Another characteristic of Mark appears in this passage
the
frequent use of the historical present where one or both of the
�

others have

a

past

tense. Can

we

rule out the evidence for either

personality of Peter or the preference of Mark? In other words,
can we honestly and intelligently ignore the human element in the
writing of Holy Scripture?
Still looking at the temptation narrative we note that Matthew
and Luke have the expression "the devil," while Mark has "Satan."
Checking the matter we find that while all three Synoptics use
"Satan," Mark never uses "the devil." The reason for this prefer
ence is not involved in the present discussion. We simply note the
fact as indicative of the freedom exercised by the writers of the
the

Bible in their actual choice of terms.
This becomes

even more

in another passage where
Matthew has "the evil one" (ho

striking

Mark has "Satan" (ho Satanas),
poneros) and Luke has "the devil" (ho diabolos) (Mk. 4:15; Mt.
13:19; Lk. 8:12). For these three different expressions occur in a

parallel saying

of Jesus.

We would expect that the Synoptists in
saying of Jesus in what is unquestionably the

recording the same
same setting, would

The
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give

it in

exactly

the

same

find that such is not the
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words. In
case.

one

instance after another

Very evidently

the

evangelists

we

felt

they were being faithful reporters of what Jesus said if they
reproduced the thought accurately, regardless of the exact form of
that

the words.
Of course, there is mvolved right at this point the question of
the language in which Jesus originally uttered the words and the

language

in which the

Gospels

were

written. Most New Testament

agreed that Jesus probably spoke in Aramaic as a
usual practice. But opinion is divided as to whether the Gospels
were originally written in Aramaic or Greek. If our present Greek
text is itself a translation, then the question of divine inspiration is
not so closely involved. For few would extend the full force of
inspiration to the work of translators. But if the Gospels were first
composed in Greek under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit we are
compelled to face the fact of verbal divergencies and seek to ac
count for it. This paper is based on the latter assumption, as the
majority of New Testament scholars hold to Greek originals for
the Gospels.
Another case in point is the voice from heaven at the baptism
of Jesus. Mark and Luke report the voice as saying: "Thou art my
beloved Son; in thee I am well pleased." Matthew reads: "This is
my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased." (Mk. 1:11; Lk. 3 : 22;
Mt. 3:17). Actually the difference is not as striking in the Greek as
in the English. In the former the entire saying is the same in all
scholars

are

three accounts except for one word in the second clause. Where
Mark and Luke have soi, Matthew has ho.
It is

interesting

to note an

early

effort to harmonize Matthew

with Mark and Luke in this passage. Instead of the initial houtos
estin of our text of Matthew, Codex Bezae, the Old Latin MS a,

the Sinaitic and Curetonian

Syriac and Irenaeus have sy ei, "Thou
art." This would be essentially the same as the reading in Mark and
Luke. Some scribes changed the soi of Mark, evidently to harmon
ize with Matthew. For the bulk of the Greek manuscripts, both
uncial and cursive, have ho in Mk. 1:11. This is the reading
repre
sented in the King James Version.
If we are concerned primarily with the exact form of the
words, then we are in difiiculty in seeking to recover what the voice
from heaven actually said. But if our quest is rather for the mean
ing of the truth uttered, then we have no problem here. Which was

Verbal Differences in Parallel Passages in the Synoptics
the purpose and aim of the Spirit
write the sacred record? That is the
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inspired men of old to
question which this paper seeks
to face. In the study of the Synoptic
Gospels where we have
unparalleled opportunity for the study of parallel passages the
answer becomes
increasingly clear. It is the spirit rather than the
as

He

�

�

letter.
The

Luke

personal preferences

and

points

of view of the

evangelist

Gospel. It is sometimes
claimed that Cadbury has completely exploded Hobart's thesis of
medical language in Luke's writings. Personally, I think that is an
exaggeration. It is true that Hobart has overstated his case, as Cad
bury has shown. But that is a very common fault of men who have
discovered a new and significant truth.
One can hardly rule out the impression of a physician's touch
at a number of minor points in Luke's Gospel. In the case of the
exorcism of the demon in the synagogue at Capernaum Luke alone
notes that the unclean spirit did not hurt the man as it left him,
though it convulsed him (Lk. 4:35). In a saying of Jesus (Mt. 9: 12;
Mk. 2:17; Lk. 5:31) Matthew and Mark have: "They that are
whole have no need of a physician, but they that are sick." Luke
reads exactly the same except for the change of one word. Instead
of ischyontes he has hygiainontes. Laying aside the discussion as to
seem

to intrude themselves into his

whether certain words have technical medical
have to

answer

instances

as

the

question: "Why

connotations,

does Luke in

a

we

still

number of such

this choose another word in

by

Matthew and Mark?" The most

cal

background.
An interesting example

preference to the one used
natural explanation is his medi

of the difference in

point

of view be

and Luke the Gentile appears in Mt. 5:47
and Lk. 6:33. Matthew quotes Jesus as saying: "Do not even the

tween Matthew the Jew

Gentiles the same?" Luke has: "For

even

In the Jewish mind Gentile and sinner
But

a

Gentile

writing

sinners do the same."

largely synonymous.
hardly wish to reflect that
making was that more is expected
were

to Gentiles would

usage. The point that Jesus was
of us who have the grace of God than of those who do not. The
truth is reproduced with equal accuracy by both evangelists, though

the form of words is different. It would appear that the Holy Spirit
was more concerned with the truth to be expressed than with the

mechanical form.
Several times Matthew has "Father" where Luke in

a

parallel

The
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saying

of Jesus has "God"

be found

can
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m

Mt.

or

"angels

of God."

Examples

of this

6:26; 10:29, 32, 34 and Lk. 12:24, 6, 8, 9.

Why the difference? Evidently Matthew is reflecting the Jewish
conception of God as father, found in the Old Testament and given
new emphasis in the teaching of Jesus. He is also seeking to avoid
the

overuse

of the term "God."

That the

evangelists

were

free to choose different words to

represent the same idea receives striking support from Luke's pref
erence for epistata. This word is found in the New Testament only
in Luke's

Gospel,

where it

occurs seven

times. One instance is Lk.

place didaskale, while Matthew has kyrie.
In Lk. 9:33 and parallels we also find three different words used in
the three accounts of Peter's words on the mount of transfiguration.
Which word was used by the disciples in the storm and by
Peter on the mount? Apparently it does not matter. What other
8:24. Mark has in this

conclusion
the

thought

can we

is the

draw from the records? The form is

different;

same.

One other very obvious and interesting verbal difference in the
Synoptics is the use of "kingdom of the heavens" in Matthew where
Mark and/or Luke have

"kingdom of God." Matthew uses the for
mer phrase thirty-two times, Mark and Luke not at all. Matthew's
preference seems to reflect the Jewish effort to avoid the too fre
quent use of names for God. "Heaven" was a good euphemistic
substitute for "God."
The
But

question remains:

we are

Which did Jesus use?

still faced with the fact the

Synoptics

use

Perhaps

both.

different terms

in

reporting exactly the same saying of Jesus in the same setting. It
appears that the evangelists felt they were faithfully reproducing the
teaching of Jesus, though they used divergent terms.
Somewhat the same phenomenon is seen in the quotations
from the Old Testament in the New. Often the wording is definitely
different from both the Masoretic Hebrew text and the Septuagint
Greek text. The writers of the New Testament exhibit considerable
freedom in the matter.
What conclusion
of

Greek

are we

to draw

from all this? It

was

the

study

of the

harmony
Synoptic Gospels which first forced me
utterly unacceptable was any theory of mspiration which
savored of mechanical dictation. The personal
preferences of the
showed
too
evangeUsts
up
strongly for this.
a

to see how

If

a

business executive

were

to dictate letters to several differ-
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secretaries,

ent

there would be

a

similarity

of

style

which would be distinctive of the author. But if that

should indicate the

subject

and

vocabulary

same

executive

matter of the letters but leave the

actual

composition to the secretaries only checking the written letters to
see that they rightly
reproduced what he wanted said then the
style and vocabulary of each letter would reflect the individual
�

�

secretary.

phenomenon we find m the New Testament, and
precisely in the Synoptic Gospels. We have cited only a few ex
amples from many, for an exhaustive study would far exceed the
bounds of this paper. But we have called attention to enough evi
dence to demonstrate the point.
That is the

Is the Bible
or"

....

divine book

or a

human book? The "either

....

would

two. But

and"

far

philosophy

the "both

a

compel us to choose between the
philosophy is often far truer and

more

enriching.
very pertinent parallel. Is Jesus Christ divine
human? One group has lifted up His deity until it has almost lost
Let

or

us

look at

a

sight of His humanity. Another group has emphasized His humanity
and eliminated His deity. Which side is right? The answer is ob
vious. Neither group is in the center of the road of truth. If you will
allow the figure of speech, the truth concerning Jesus rides on the
twin rails of His

deity and His humanity. To deny or neglect either
with unfor
one in emphasizing the other is to try to ride one rail
tunate results. Without the deity of Jesus we are left helpless and
hopeless, with no Savior from sin. But without the humanity of
Jesus we are deprived of a compassionate High Priest, who is
touched with the feeling of our infirmities. We need both.
Just as the Living Word is both human and divine, so is the
Written Word. Inspired by the Spirit of God, it was yet actually
written by human hands. The Bible is divine in its ultimate origin
but human in the mechanics of its production. One man sees only
the Spirit hovering overhead and cries out: "It is divine." Another
sees only the man sitting at a desk and concludes: "It is human."
Why cannot we face the fact of its human origin as well as believe
in its divine origin? An intelligent faith proclaims both. We do not
get anywhere by ignoring what might be called the human element
�

in divine

inspiration.
problem

The real

that faces

of the Bible. Just how did God

us

is the "how" of the

inspire

men

inspiration

to write the divine
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in the New Testament is found in the

spoke from God as they were
borne along (pheromenoi) by the Holy Spirit.
The point that seems to me all important is that the inspiration
was not at the point of the pen, nor due to an arbitrary power that
compelled the fingers to move mechanically. Rather, it was in the
hearts and minds of the writers. They thought the thoughts of God
after Him and recorded them as best they could in their own words.
They felt the mighty surge of divine truth as it passed through their
personahties. This does not rule out the possibility that the Holy
Spirit did, when the communication of divine truth required it,
indicate the choice of one word rather than another, or guide the
writer to use the proper form of the word employed.
All the phenomena of the New Testament�the frequent refer
ences of Paul to his own feelings and reactions, the distinctive
style
and vocabulary of each writer, and precisely the verbal differences
we have noted in the Synoptic
Gospels can be accounted for by
a
making
proper allowance for the human factor in divine in
spiration.
The pure sunlight of divine truth was broken up into its vari
ous beautiful hues as it was filtered
through the prisms of human
The
result is the colorful variety of form and ex
personalities.
we
find
in the Synoptic Gospels, even in parallel passages.
pression
Personally, I cannot get away from the conviction that the
inspiration lay in the realm of thought and ideas, rather than in the
exact form of words. I believe that God
by His Spirit enabled men
to
understand
His
truth and accurately to record it, while at
rightly
the same time giving them a large measure of freedom in the choice
of words. This alone seems to me to account for the
phenomena of
the Synoptic Gospels.
statement of II Pet. 1:21 that men

�

''The Christian
By

Approach

to

Culture"

EMILE CAILLIET

AN APPRAISAL
Frank E. Gaebelein

distinguished books, but
this new publication by the Stuart Professor of Christian Philosophy
at Princeton Theological Seminary reflects the author to an unusual
degree. Such being the case, understanding of the volume depends
to some extent upon knowledge of the author. Dr. Cailliet com
bines in a unique way the evangelical tradition of French Protes
Eminent thinkers do not

always

write

tantism with American academic life. Out of

a

remarkable

con

through reading the Bible, he went
on to distinction in philosophy, anthropology and theology, his
alma maters being the universities of Nancy, Montpellier, and
Strasbourg. Decorated by the French government for his researches
in anthropology on Madagascar, he is an authority on the primitive
version

experience

which

mind. His four books
He has
in

taught

at

on

came

Pascal have

Scripps College

in

won

international acclaim.

California, Wesleyan University

Connecticut, and the Graduate School of the University of Penn

sylvania, where his chair was dedicated to Pascalian studies. The
only layman on the Princeton Seminary faculty, he combmes with
mature scholarship a warm personal faith that makes his writing
and teaching devotionally inspiring. In some respects, this FrancoAmerican scholar stands today as an evangelical Schweitzer.
I.

Dr. CailUet would not call himself
are

certainly important aspects

of his

a

fundamentalist. And there

thought

that

are

not in

accord

with American fundamentalism. But he affirms the

uniqueness of
the Bible, the fuU supematuralness of Christ,
Gospel of redeem
ing grace, and the necessity of personal Christian experience. He
also claims for His Lord the whole realm of knowledge and sees the
the

of all truth under God. Conservatives will not agree with
everything in this volume. But they will be challenged by it. Not
oneness

only that, but the effort to
of their thinking. For let it

master its pages will

be

frankly

expand

the horizon

said that this is not

an

"easy"
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upon the author's part,
but in the wide sweep of his argument and in the wealth of his
knowledge. Very few scholars today could write such a book, be

book. The

Hes not in lack of

reason

very few know

enough
mathematics,
science,
pology,
cause

clarity

theology, philosophy, anthro
literature to achieve a synthesis

about
and

like this.
II.
Dr. Cailliet calls his book The Christian

and it is

that. In

just
spell finaUty, this is
treatment of

neer

a

as

much

as

the word

Approach

Culture,

to

"approach"

does not

final pronouncement. Rather is it a pio
field in good part unexplored. Thus a glance at
not

a

the table of contents, which shows the last section (entitled, like the
book, "The Christian Approach to Culture") to be only 28 pages
may give a misleading impression. Actually, the discerning
reader soon realizes that the entire book is occupied with the ap

long,

to culture. The author has not lived and

proach

American campus for over twenty years without
concern for the spiritual plight of intellectuals

equating Christianity
error

with

obscurantism, need

of their ways because
The book begins with

they
an

too

worked

on

the

developing a deep
who, erroneously
to be

shown the

have souls to be saved.

account of the inevitable conflict

between
A.D.

Christianity and the pagan culture of the early centuries
Recognizing the necessity of such a stand "in the fact of the

onrush of destructive and demonic

foras," the author

lationism

regime of exception" and calls
heritage and desiny in terms of

for

a

as

"part

and

parcel

of

a

reassessment of "our cultural

the Christian frame of reference." It is this frame of

enough

to

comprehend

the

contmuity

sees

this iso

reference, wide

of all truth in the

living

God

who reveals Himself in the

Bible, in His Son, and in His Church,

that underlies Dr. Cailliet's

thought.

The vantage point for this Christian frame of reference is for
the author the One Church. By this he means neither a
particular
denomination nor some ecumenical organization. Instead, the One
Church is for him defined in the words he
quotes from the AngUcan
canons: "Christ's
Holy Catholic Church, that is, the whole congre
gation of Christian people dispersed throughout the whole world."
The

Bible, he maintains, is "the hving record

of God's disclosure
of himself and his purpose in
calling forth the community of his
made
available
him
for
people
those who would 'live themselves
by

The Christian

Approach

to
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into' that
our

community, thus becoming his children in Jesus Christ
Lord." Throughout the ages this community has borne witness

to the

truth, and it is from within

it that the author takes his stand.

A commendable feature of these

right

manner

opening chapters

is the forth

in which Dr. Cailliet declares his convictions. "The

observer," he says, "is first and foremost

a man

of faith

wilUng

to

show his colors at all times." And he does

just that, as he goes on
to take as his "ultimate reference" the "perennial witness of the
Israel of God, which is the Body of Christ," a witness comprising
the Scriptures, the Apostles' Creed, the successive pronouncements
of the great councils, and the confessions of the Reformed faith, the
core of which is that "the living God was in Christ reconciling the
world to himself."

Whereupon, he quotes as his credo the statement
adopted in 1938 by the Evangelical Reformed Church of France,
with its emphasis upon such things as the Gospel as expressed in
John 3:16, the sovereign authority of the Holy Scriptures, salvation
by grace through faith in Jesus Christ, the unique Son of God, the
new birth, holiness, and the life eternal. The chapters that follow
are, in the nature of the case, written more in the vocabulary of
philosophy, anthropology, science, or literature than in that of
Biblical theology. Yet the reader should not forget that under them
lies this substratum of evangelical conviction, outcroppings of which
appear from time to time throughout the subsequent discussion.
The accuracy of the title again comes to the fore in the chapter
dealing with "The Observer's Situation." Here the author repudi
ates the identification of Christianity with any particular culture,
even the Western type of Greco- Judean culture, branding such
identification as idolatry. This being the case, "the culturally in
formed

man

of faith"

can

do

no more

than "initiate

a conversa

aptly puts it, "between Christianity and a
certain type of cultural pattern." This "conversation" is the ap
proach to culture which the bulk of the book explores.
But before such exploration proceeds, the challenge of Karl
Barth to Christian philosophy is faced. Here Cailliet insists that
tion,"

as

Dr. Cailliet

Barth has out-Calvined Calvin in the extreme to which he carries

corruption of human nature. He quotes Paul's recognition
of general revelation (Rom. 1:19,20) in support of man's ability
to know something of God through nature, and, while acknowledg
ing man as a sinner, afiirms also that man still remains a bearer of
God's image. This critique of Barth, though trenchant and unsparthe total
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ing, honestly admits a debt to the Swiss theologian for "having
restored the high notion of the honor and sovereignty of God." Yet
he declares the Barthian view to be not just a revolt against reason
but "a radical Theologism," confining all knowledge, mathematical
the Word of revelation. In contrast, Dr.
Cailliet affirms "a Christian landscape of reality" wherem "our
and scientific

included,

to

Sovereign God, the Creator and Upholder of the universe, is at the
roaring loom of events and reveals himself in his creation, in the
texture of history, and in the human soul." Consequently, he asserts
the validity of a Christian view of nature and human nature, a
Christian approach to psychology and history, and a Christian
epistemology leading to a Christian metaphysics. Just as theology
clarifies the way in which light is presented to the world, so Chris
tian philosophy "should remain in the world without being of it,
so as to prepare the path of the world toward the light." It is in this
sense, he says, that Bunyan sums up Christian philosophy in a
single sentence from his pilgrim's mouth: "I am a man that am
come from the City of Destruction, and I am going to Mount Zion."
III.
Such is the foundation upon which this Christian approach to
culture is built. It has been summarized at some length, because the
four

sections of the volume rest

squarely upon it. These
entitled, successively:
ReUgious Relationship of
Ancient Man with Reahty," "The Ontological Deviation," "The
Situation We Face," and "The Christian Approach to Culture."
They are so packed with thought and fact that limitations of space
forbid a point by point analysis. However, discussion of some of
their significant aspects will serve to light up the author's thought.
The chapter entitled "The Dim Light of Ancient Days" is an
exposition of the fact that "there is on every side evidence of a
primitive revelation in the light of general revelation." It could only
have been written by a first-rate anthropologist. Here is keen criti
cism of the evolution-progress theory of the origin of reUgion.
Especially helpful is the assertion that pre-historic men had "from
time immemorial
an intellect comparable to our own" and that
their "primitive" state was due to the fact that
"they had nothing to
start with and there was nobody from whom
they could learn any
thing." Thus the author says "however limited the technological
equipment of our distant ancestors, their high degree of intelligence
remaining

sections

"The

are

...

The Christian
would
will

seem

was

to have

Approach

given them

access

to
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to far more power than their

able to control."

Passing

from

pre-historic man, Dr. CaiUiet embarks on a criti
cal examination of Western philosophy. These are highly original
pages, and it would take a professional philosopher to evaluate
them adequately. The author detects in pre-Socratic Greek thought,
behind the crude anthropomorphism of gods and goddesses, a con
cern for righteousness
"truly akin to that of the Hebrew prophets."
Not only that, but he also maintains that this affinity of early Greek
thought for the Old Testament point of view comes to full flower
in Socrates, provided that "the real Socrates" is uncovered (an ad
mittedly difficult task) beneath the biased sources in which he
comes down to us. This "real Socrates" was bent on
finding what
"truth for him" was and on doing that truth once he found it. Per
haps not all readers will share the author's extremely high view of
Socrates' "divine mission," yet the bold departure from the tra
ditional interpretation of Greek philosophy will challenge their
thinking.
IV.

This bold

departure

is

pursued

in "The

Ontological Devia

tion," which constitutes the third part of the book. Here is

a mas

of the Roman Catholic

interpretation of philosophy
from Plato and Aristotle, down through the Augustinians and
Thomists, to Kant and Whitehead. The basic thought is that Plato,
through granting independent reality to his ideas, transformed the
human mind from a "knower" to a "pseudo-maker." This ulti
mately results in what Dr. CaiUiet caUs "the ontological deviation."
The implied "paradox of the reality of the intelligible" is seen in
conflict with the Hebrew-Christian concern with reality and as
cutting the nerve of a deep experience of reality based on Biblical
knowledge. The tension in Augustine between Christian orthodoxy
terly critique

and Neo-Platonism is shown to be that of "a creative mind wont to
be both

a

pseudo-maker

and

a

grateful

receiver at the

same

time."

Then, with the re-discovery of Aristotle about the twelfth century,

approach that viewed the mind of man as chiefly a
knower of a phenomenal world came into conflict with the Christian
forms of Platonism and Augustinianism. This conflict. Dr. CaiUiet
points out, seemed at one time to have been resolved by Aquinas
through his "submission of the knowing intellect to the existing
the scientific
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Being in the sense of Exodus
3:14 is prior to man's idea of being. Thus the vast structure of
Thomism arose, as the author beautifully puts it, "in the domam
of thought like the spire of a cathedral piercing the blue mist of a
glorious morning."
Nevertheless, strains within Scholasticism helped break down
the philosophy that Roman Catholics are endeavoring to restore in
our day. The twin rocks which wrecked Thomism are seen to be

world" and his demonstration that

the advent of modern scientific method and the purpose within
Thomism itself of isolating natural theology from a theology of

inspiration. The Reformers knew better and recognized,
though only partially, the sohdarity between the new science and
rising Protestantism. This whole discussion is pecuUarly relevant
today, when Thomism is on the ascendancy among many intellec
tuals who, repudiating the Biblical view of reality, must have some
thing to fill the vacuum.
Space forbids tracing in detail the manner in which "the onto
logical deviation" led in Descartes to the secularism of culture
through making man's reason the measure of everything, and in
Kant to a deep agnosticism in which the categorical imperative
became "a hybrid artifact where intelligibiUty and reality were
wrought out in one act of existence," thus sealing off "the way to
a supernatural God of grace." At this
point, however. Dr. Cailliet
begins an examination of the relationship of major physical con
cepts to philosophy, showing the dependence of Kantianism upon
Newtonian physics and the consequent loss of the scientific basis of
Kantianism, when the physical sciences were liberated through the
new views of Einstein, Planck, et al. Yet the new
physics also is
unable to provide a reference, while in the philosophy of Whitehead
the same tendency of the human mind to become a pseudo-maker
recurs. Modern moral science is likewise
inadequate to provide a
reference. So the analysis proceeds, until it becomes plain that we
cannot "study the annals of our civilization without being driven
back
to what the Bible calls a 'lost'
humanity in need of re
demption." In short, the modem secular order is in a state of thor
ough frustration.

Biblical

...

V.
The nature of this frustration is discussed in Part
is in many respects the most

Four, which
brilliant portion of the book. Here,

The Christian

taking

a cue

from G.

Cailliet shows that

ship

above

Approach

to

Culture
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Crises of the Christ, Dr.
has reversed God's order which puts wor

Campbell Morgan's

man

else. There follow pages of acute literary
criticism in which the need for spiritual compensation attendant

everything

upon the loss of true
century Gothic novel,

worship

is traced

through Milton,

the 18th

Goethe, and 19th century romanticism cul
pessimism of Tolstoy and Hardy and the decadence

minating in the
of Maupassant and Bavdelaire.
Following this presentation of "A Western World without
Radiance," the chapter entitled "An Eastern World with a False
Radiance" is a thorough-going dissection of the inner basis of
Communism. Showing that Communism sets itself up as a substi
tute religion, the author punctures its claims by an analysis that
reveals it as based upon a naturalism as old as Lucretius, though
expressed in modem parlance in the Evolution-Progress principle.
(In a keen aside, he remarks: "Surely a limit was reached when
this same faith-principle [Evolution-Progress] was called upon by
a liberal Christianity to provide a new framework for the reinterpretation of bibhcal material. Thus the Bible message was recast
according to a principle entirely foreign to the data at hand. And
so, even the history of the Israel of God was turned into an ideol
ogy!") This chapter, printed separately, would do great good if
circulated among confused intellectuals in our colleges and uni
versities.
The culmination of the book is

surprisingly brief, consisting
of three short chapters. As has already been remarked, the title of
this section ("The Christian Approach to Culture") may be mis
leading; the whole volume, in the sense that it carries on a continu
ous conversation with culture, constitutes an approach. Unless the
reader realizes this, he may misunderstand these concluding chap
ters. In them Dr. Cailliet turns to the new physics of relativity and
leans heavily upon Charles Hartshorne's Terry Lectures at Yale
(The Divine Relativity). He takes as a leading clue a new reading
of Exodus 3: 14 in accord with some recent archeological research,
which stresses the meaning of this locus classicus as being HE
WHO IS rather than HE WHO IS, so shifting the emphasis from
the ontological to the personal aspect of God in line with His dis
closure of Himself to Moses

as

/ AM.

There will, of course, be readers who will not be fully con
vinced by this section. For one thing, there would seem to be an
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frame

philosophical con
cept of God in line with the new science, simply because there is
no guarantee that relativity-quantum is the final view. If it goes the
way of Aristoteleian and Newtonian views, what then? Again, the
element of

danger

attempting

to

even a

Self, Redeemer in Christ of our
false 'ego' in the living Body of the one Church," while differenti
definition of God

as

"the Cosmic

completely satisfying. And indeed the
author does not claim finality for it. It may well be that at this
point the thought has become too big for the vocabulary, a predica
ated from

is not

pantheism,

ment inevitable

of the

Deity.

in any human attempt to put into words the nature
One wonders also whether a thinker of Dr. Cailliet's

stature needs to

place,

as

it were,

so

many eggs in Hartshorne's

basket.
VI.

Questions like these bring

back to the

introductory portion
a book by a genuinely Christian
phi
reference cannot, however, be equated with
us

of this review. We have here

losopher.
Biblicism

His frame of
on

the

Some

one

hand

or

with liberalism

on

the other hand.

of

evangelicals
good will and culture will regret occasional
concessions to liberalism, such as the assumption of two Isaiahs
and the treatment of the account of man's creation in Genesis 2.
Dr. Cailliet's view of

Scripture is that of the Princeton of today
Hodge, Warfield, and Machen. Others
will wish that he might have found a place in his
description of the
of
a
for
clear
mention of eschatology, for surely
landscape
reality
the future hope of the Church is part of the divine
plan.
But putting aside such questions
and who could write a book
of these monumental dimensions without
raising questions the
value of this volume is plain. Here is bold and honest
exploration
of territory too long neglected
by Christian thought of all shades.
Here is incisive criticism of
deeply entrenched philosophies. Here
is penetrating insight into the mind of ancient as well as modem
man, a devastating unmasking of Communism, an
unflinching re
of
that
sets the mmd of man in the
pudiation
anything
supreme
that
to
God
place
belongs
alone, and a noble exahation of Christian
theology. Those who read the book with careful attention will have
rather than the Princeton of

�

�

the stimulation of association with
and will be challenged to

a

great and dedicated mtellect

discriminating thought

deep problems

of the human mind and soul.

about

some

of the

Books reviewed in The Asbury Seminarian may be ordered from
the Seminary Bookstore, Wilmore, Kentucky.

The

Kingdom of God, by John Bright. Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1953. 288 pages. $3.75.
With this volume the Professor of Old Testament at Union

Theological Seminary (Richmond)

won

the

Abingdon-Cokesbury
of lectures given at a

Award for 1952. It is based upon a series
laymen's conference at Montreat, North Carolina, in 1950. In it

the author finds the

and New Testa

ments to be the

theme and book

unifying theme of both Old
Kingdom of God. Virtually every

in the Bible is related to this theme, which, in the Old Testament,
was conveyed in terms of the nation, and, in the New Testament,
of the church. The treatment is

dealing

with the

particularly fresh and incisive when
Kingdom period the area in which the author's
�

doctoral dissertation
author's

familiarity

was

written. Both text and footnotes attest the

with the most

significant

contributions in

temporary Biblical scholarship. The volume will

serve

con

therefore not

layman who needs a survey and synthesis of Biblical his
tory and theology, but also the specialist who will find here many
valuable bibliographical hints.
only

the

representative of the rapidly grow
ing list of books on Biblical theology. Even though it deals with a
well-worked theme it does so in such a fresh and provocative man
ner that it wins for itself a permanent place on the shelf of books
dealing with Biblical doctrine. The thrust of the study is practical
as well. To read the book carefully and prayerfully will likely result
in the reader's sharing something of the author's concern for a more
vital and creative Christianity and a commitment to the unfinished
tasks in world evangehsm. The volume thus deserves high priority
in one's book budget.
The volume is

an

excellent

Geo. a. Turner
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Spreading

F. F. Bruce.

1953. 543 pages. $5.00.

Company,
This is

informative

a

(The Rise and Progress of Christianity), by
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pubhshing

Flame

describing in interesting and
and progress of Christianity from the time

three-in-one volume

style

of Christ to the

the rise

early establishment

of the Christian faith in the

section, "The Dawn of Christianity," tells the

British Isles. The first

story of the church from its infancy to the fall of Jerusalem in A.D.
70; the second, "The Growing Day," continues the record to the
accession of Constantine in A.D. 313; while the third, "Light in
the

West," records the story of the church in Rome following Con

stantine and its

spread

to

the British Isles.

presentation of the beginnings and early
growth of the Christian community, one sees the Church as a fel
lowship of salvation, suffering and persecuted but always confident
of its divine mission; often undergoing an apparent defeat but at
the same time being assured of its place in the eternal purpose of
God. The place of the Church in the world as a human organization
is lessened in order that its place as a divine institution may be
properly emphasized. The promise of God recorded in Revelation
In this

unusual

3:21, "He who conquers, I wih grant him to sit with me on my
throne, as I myself conquered and sat down with my Father on his
throne," is uniquely fulfilled in the life of the Church in the first
three centuries. "In the fiercest of tribulations
its

capacity

for

tory. And the

survival,

and not

mere

survival,

Christianity proved
but for actual vic

'And
victory
by spiritual weapons alone.
him
they
by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of
their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death.'
Whatever failures may be marked here and there, they disappear
in the light of the 'patience and faith of the saints.' We review the
history of Christianity up to the year 313 with no sense of shame,
but with a sense that here is something to evoke
gratitude and in
spire courage."
was won

.

.

.

overcame

Was the Church

triumphant before Constantine in the
imperial hostility, or has she experienced greater triumphs
of faith under imperial patronage? This
question is raised by Pro
fessor Bruce and is partially answered by his
quotation from Dr.
Foakes Jackson, "If missionary zeal is a
proof of life, the Christian
Church was never more alive than m the sixth
century. By A.D.
face of

more
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461 there

strong and vigorous Churches in Armenia, Iberia,
Mesopotamia, Persia, and Ethiopia. The gospel was being preached
in the Sahara
Ireland, which had never been incorporated in
the Empire, was a Province of the Roman Church; and Christianity
had overstepped the waU of Hadrian, which the Romans had had
were

.

such

difficulty

.

.

in

defending. Britain was over-run by heathen in
vaders who were powerless to eradicate what must have appeared
to be but a feeble branch of the Christian Church.
By means un
known to us, by missionaries whose names will never be revealed,
every invader of Gaul and Italy, Spain and Africa, had heard of
Christ."
That the real Church may upon occasion be found outside the
so-called main stream is suggested by the author. He contends that
all the truth is not

far

always

confined to the

majority report.

"We do

the late seventeenth century writer who said that
'the true church in any generation is to be found with those who

not go

so

as

have

just been excommunicated from the actual church;' but the
genuine spirit of Christ is sometimes to be found in unlikely quar
ters. We have tried, however, to follow the main stream of Christian
progress in these pages, and in so doing we have found proof
enough that the spirit of the Servant was vigorously alive in those
centuries."
The book concludes with

an

expression

of confidence in the

complete triumph of the Christian movement. "Christianity was not
so tied to the
imperial power that it was forced to share the decline
of that power. On the contrary, all that was of value in Roman
civilization was preserved by Christianity and carried over into the
new

world that followed the Dark

Europe
gospel; the

one

and

by

one

Gentiles

women are

in

quick

came

prepared

The barbarian nations of

succession

to the

accepted
light. Today when

the Christian

Christian

to take up and carry forward the

mission of the obedient and
doubt: the nations will

Ages.

suffering Servant,
come to His light."

men
com

the issue is not in

Howard F. Shipps

The
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of Immortality, edited by Thomas Curtis Clark
and Hazel Davis Clark. New York: Association Press, 1954.

The Golden Book

232 pages. $2.50.

MacLaren's 1024 Best Illustrations,
Grand

Rapids:

by

Alexander

Zondervan Publications,

MacLaren.

1953. 296 pages.

$2.95.

anthologies. The first is a collection of
testimonials concerning the reality of the invisible world, from 200
scientists, philosophers, poets, and religious leaders. Conviction of
immortality is organized around themes Uke "Intimations of Im
mortality," "Deathless Personality," "Faith," "Easter," and "Eter
nity." More than just a book of cheerful afl&rmation, this volume
should prove mentally challenging and should certainly disturb any
Here

who

seem

are

two

small

to dwell aloof

from such considerations.

The ideas and illustrations drawn from MacLaren attract
their

of

cisive

quiet uncovering
they are not hkely

profound

truths.

Though

by

fresh and in

to call

undue attention to themselves; and
model of the art of sermon illustration. The

hence may serve as a
usefulness of the volume would be greater if at the end there were
a single alphabetical index of
topics covering the entire book in
stead of ten separate

indexes,

one

for each

chapter.

James D. Robertson

A New

Critique of Theoretical Thought, by Herman Dooyeweerd.
Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reformed Publishmg Co.,
1953. 566 pages. $9.00.

Since the time of Kant, western thought has assumed that
philosophical reasoning must and should begin with the assumption
of the self-sufl&ciency of theoretical
thought. Professor

Dooyeweerd,

professor

in the Free

Kantianism,

of

University Amsterdam, was trained in Neostudy, was influenced by the phenom-

and in his later

enological school of Husserl. As he mdicates in his Foreword, he
found a turning point in his philosophical career as he saw what
he calls "the religious root of
thought itself." His projected fourvolume work, of which the one under review is the
first, seeks to
re-establish the position that all theoretical
thought needs religious
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presuppositions. In other words, he holds that every philosophical
system must begin somewhere, and that the basic Idea upon which
a

system

religious

rests must be related in

outlook of the person

to the fundamental

some manner

or

persons

elaborating it.

Our volume is, basically, an investigation of proposed syn
theses. Professor Dooyeweerd, after discussing at some length the

immanence-philosopher, begins
which he beUeves to have been

analysis
guided by

an

of Western

thought,

three dialectical pre
the classical Greek analy

suppositions or controlling notions: first,
sis of reality in terms of matter-form; second,

the Thomistic

thesis" of classical and Christian motives under its

analogical

"syn
treat

third, the
modem humanist position, which is nominalist in orientation, and
ment of the relation of lex naturalis and lex aeterna; and

which seeks to

synthesize

nature and freedom. The common de

nominator for all of these is, of course, their dialectical character.
The classical world resolved its dualism of form-matter in a manner

deity to be "pure Form" while "matter" became a
mere principle of potentiality, and explainable without reference to
a Creator (p. 67).
which made the

It is of the nature of medieval

thought, contends Dooyeweerd,
to bring the irreconcilable into harmony. The discussion of the op
position between nature and grace was held in check by the power
of ecclesiastical control; the threat of excommunication held all
save the most independent souls in line, so that the fiction of genu
ine synthesis between the classical and the Christian was main

tained. The Renaissance, however, says our author, seized upon the
weakness of the post-medieval ecclesiastical structure, and shortly

philosophy began to
to this emancipation
mining of

free itself of the medieval
was

the

spread

of

ground-motif.

Basic

nominalism, with its under

the medieval hierarchical Idea and the encouragement of

individualism.
The

major portion

of the volume is devoted to the

analysis

of

the basic motives of what the author calls "Humanistic immanence-

philosophy" which has been dominant since the Renaissance. His
analysis of the past three centuries involves a study of a wide range
of thinkers. Dooyeweerd is, of course, much concemed with the
Copernical revolution of Kant; he develops the thesis, however, that
such earlier thinkers

erned

by

the

same

as

Descartes, Hume and Hobbes

basic and

controlling

motif

as was

were

gov
Kant. This
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controlling

notion is, of course, that theoretical

thought

is autono

mous.

Against the philosophies of immanence, Dooyeweerd seeks to
project a new "Cosmonomic Idea" in which the Reformed concep
tion of Revelation should become the ground-motif for a new syn
thesis, a new bridging of the gulf which was created when nominal
ism "demolished every bridge between the Christian faith and
Greek metaphysics" (p. 5 11 )
.

From what has been

fessor
Since

said, the reader will conclude that Pro

Dooyeweerd's work is a painstaking and rather difficult one.
the proposed solution to the problem raised in this volume is

undertaken in earnest in Volume 2, it would be premature to
criticize his major thesis for reconstruction. Volume 1 is, to say the
least, a careful survey of what has been thought, which seems to
to be

weigh

in which the

is,

wanting a great deal of recent thought. The manner
author analyzes the thinkers of the "modem" period

and find

to say the

least, instructive.
Harold B. Kuhn

Gods, Graves, and Scholars, by C. W. Ceram (pseud.). Translated
from the German

Knopf,

by

E. B. Garside. New York: Alfred A.

1951. 426 pages. $5.00.

This book is

interesting compendium of notable arch
aeological developments during the last one hundred years. It is
written in a style that should captivate the imagination of any
reader from nine to ninety. Of his work the author says: "My book
was written without
scholarly pretensions. My aim was to portray
the dramatic qualities of archaeology, its human side." In this effort
the author has done a superb job. The subjects are well chosen and
well developed. It is the kmd of book one likes to read
straight
its
divisions
are
through although
many
complete accounts in them
selves and can be read piece-meal as a digest magazine.
The author divides his writings into five
topical sections or
books. The Book of the Statues deals with
Pompeii, Troy, Mycenae
and Crete. Wmckelmann is presented as the father of
archaeologi
cal science. The most interesting
in
this section deals with
chapter
Schhemann's discovery of Troy and its ancient treasures. The cona

most
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eluding chapter

tells about Evans'

discovery

of ancient ruins

on

the

island of Crete.

Empires of Egypt. It deals
with the discovery of the Rosetta stone by one of Napoleon's men
and the exciting story of Champollion's opening up the mystery of
the Rosetta stone. The adventures and discoveries of Belzoni, Lapsius, Mariette and Petrie are presented in a dramatic manner. But
the most exciting story deals with the discovery of King Tut's tomb
The second book considers the

under the direction of Carter and Carnarvon.
The third book deals with the

kingdoms

and Sumeria. In this section Botta finds

of

Assyria, Babylonia

Nineveh, Grotefend de

ciphers Babylonian tablets, Rawlinson discovers Nebuchadnezzar's
dictionary in clay, Layard makes many interesting discoveries at
Nimrud, and George Smith discovers the Gilgamesh Epic, an ac
count of Noah's flood substantially confirming the Biblical story.
Two of the most interesting stories deal with Kaldewey's discovery
of the Tower of Babel and Wooley's detailed account of the flood
layers at Ur of the Chaldees.
Book Four deals with the empires of the Toltecs, the Aztecs,
and the Mayas. Perhaps the most exciting and adventuresome sec
tion deals with Cortes' discovery, attack and plunder of Monte
zuma. Stephen's discovery of the ancient city of Copan in Honduras
is superbly told. The final chapters speculate on the mystery of the
abandoned Mayan cities, as well as the question of where the
Toltecs, Aztecs and Mayas came from.
In the concluding book the author acknowledges that a satis
factory explanation has not yet been found relative to the highly
developed culture of the ancient peoples of Central America and
Mexico. An appendix furnishes an interesting chronological table
dating from 3000 B.C. and showing the development of the several
civilizations. A six page bibliography gives the reader further
source material on the subjects discussed. A commendable feature
of the book is its comprehensive index.
Without doubt this book will give the average reader a few
hours of exciting adventure in a subject all too often unattractively

presented.
Howard A. Hanke
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An Introduction to

Philosophical Analysis, by John Hospers.

New

York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953. 532 pages. $5.95.

writmg of books on the subject of philosophy has fre
quently been subject to the tendency to excessive speciaUzation,
until the impression has been created, in some quarters at least, that
philosophy is more a science than one of the liberal arts. Professor
Hospers, who is Associate Professor of Philosophy in the University
of Mmnesota, has sought to broaden the base of philosophical
study. His study begins with the general problem of meaning, as
expressed by the symbols we call words. His opening chapter,
"Words and the world," occupies nearly eighty pages, and seeks
both to clarify the philosophical problem of formulation and com
munication, and to "slip up on the blind side" of the student who
would not intentionally enroll for a course in Logic. By the time
he has read chapter 1 he is conditioned for the more directly ana
lytical study of logic in the chapter, entitled "Necessary Knowl
edge."
The

,

In

a

certain sense.

Chapters

volume. The former of these is

2 and 3 form the heart of the

careful

critique of the empiricist
position; the second is a penetrating analysis of the Verifiability
Principle. Chapters 4 and 5, under title respectively of "Law,
Cause, and Freedom" and "Life, Mind, and Deity," are in reality
extended illustrations of the application of the problems raised with
respect to empirical knowledge. The latter of these contains, of
course, an analysis of rational theism, as well as a statement of the
several bases upon which the religious interpretation of the universe
rests. The author's own position at this point is not clear; the fact
that he makes the most convincing case for mysticism as yielding
the most tenable clue to the existence of God might indicate his
preference.
a

The last three

chapters deal with the nature of the world in
which we live. Chapter 6, entitled "Perceiving the World," deals
with the True; Chapter 7 deals with the Good, and
Chapter 8 is
concerned with the beautiful. These follow the

same method of
which
make
the
entire volume to be
"approach through problems"
The
reader
who
to
be
convinced of a "position"
challengmg.
hopes
will be disappomted in this volume; the one who wishes to see the

live alternatives set forth in order will

appreciate it.
Harold B. Kuhn
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Where'er the Sun, by Samuel H. Moffett. New York:
Press, 1953. 121 pages. $2.00.

Friendship

dramatically relates the salient episodes in the
story of the world-wide missionary movement. Reviewmg the world
church country by country, Dr. Moffett introduces such striking
figures as Sundar Singh of Tibet, Prince Chantrakom of Siam, and
Jimmy Yen of China, who turned down an eight miUion dollar
bribe to sacrifice his church work for politics. A significant em
phasis is the major role now being assumed by nationals themselves
in propagating the work of the church in their own lands. Europe
and North America, long the starting point for Christian missions,
are presented as part of the world-wide church community, with a
discussion of some of the problems pressing the church in these
areas. A brief, documented, eminently readable
appraisal of world
wide Protestant missions by a man who received his doctorate at
Yale and who has long been familiar with the lands of the East.
The author

James D. Robertson

Agape and Eros, by Anders Nygren. Philadelphia: The Westmin
ster Press, 1953. 764 pages. $7.00.

study of the Christian doctrine of love (agape) has come
into new prominence as a result of the work of several theologians
from the University of Lund in Sweden. Of these. Bishop Nygren
has come to be the best known with English readers. In a limited
sense, it may be said, the theology of the Lund men represents a
specialized form of the dialectical theology, and has inherited some
The

of the characteristics of the Swiss movement. One of these charac

teristics is indicated

the title, in which Agape and Eros are, in a
agamst one another as opposites. Again, part

by

certain sense, set over
of the concern of this work of

Nygren is to show that whenever
exclusive emphasis upon Agape, and
its thinking Eros as a controlling idea,

Christianity falls from an
seeks to incorporate within
there is polarity and tension.
The volume seeks to explore

two lines of

thought: first,

the

essential difference between the Christian message, with its em
phasis upon Agape (love in the New Testament sense), and rival

systems; and second,

to trace the

Christian doctrine at this

point

has

modifications

passed through

through

which

the two millenia
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of Western Christian

history.

employed is that, first, of
Christianity, that is, of dis

The method

discovermg the "fundamental motif' of
cerning what element in the Christian message marks it off from the
thought-systems of man apart from the stream of Revelation. The
author's assumption is, that Agape represents a new order of rela
tionship, a wholly new concept of "love." Basically, it differs from
Eros in that, while Eros is an outreach of man. Agape is a downreach of God. It goes without saying that Nygren understands Eros
in terms of its highest or "heavenly" sense, as described by Pausanias in the Symposium (180D). As such, it is purified from its
sensual elements, and represents a humanistic and sublimated upreach of the human

spirit.

Against this, Nygren sees Agape, not as a further sublimation
and purification of Eros, but as an entirely new order of motif. Eros
is thus, not the parent of Agape, but its "bom rival" and its most
damaging competitor. Chapter IV outlines the fundamental conflict
between these two motifs. The "scandal" of the Cross to the Greek

is, thinks Nygren, to be found precisely here. This does not
mean that our author accepts the view, attributed to Barth, that the
concept of Agape, as expressed supremely in the Cross, is an irra
tional idea, in the sense in which the term "irrational" is frequently
used. His thought is, rather, that Agape is "a quite simple and clear
mind

and

paradoxical and irrational only
transvaluation of all previously accepted

easily comprehensible

inasmuch
values"

as

it

means

a

idea. It is

(pp. 204f).

The historical section of this massive work traces the
of the theme of

course

Agape through Church history. Nygren compares
and contrasts Agape with the idea of Caritas, particularly as the
latter has been developed by Augustine, Dante and Pascal. By the
medieval era, it seems that Caritas had been diluted by the Erostrend until men sought to "take heaven by storm" through their own
efforts. True to his Lutheran background, Nygren sees Martin
Luther as, in the first instance, a purifier of the Agape motif. In his
rejection of all bargaining, and in his rejection of the Augustinian
Caritas, Luther is held to have perceived the major problem con
fronting the Christianity of his day; and in his opposition to Rome,
he was in reality severing what ought never to have been jomed,
namely the Christian message and the medieval ladder to heaven.
Agape is seen by Nygren to be spontaneous (p. 75), without
disposition to bargain (p. 77), creative (p. 78), and in reahty a
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one-way street, that is, running from God to man (p.
divine in origin, it is unmotivated, save from the inner
God

(p. 101). Interestingly, Nygren finds

wholesome in Marcion than

most

can

much

80) Being
.

of

impulse

more

which is

Christian historians. Mar-

cion's

opposition to Law (Nomos) is equated with a reaction against
an analogue to Eros. One almost gains the
impression from this
work that Marcion made a more genuinely constructive contribu
tion to Christian thought than did Augustine. This is doubtless due
to the impact of Neoplatonism upon Augustine; Nygren's
position
here may be open to challenge.
way of evaluation, let it be said that this volume (which
combines in translation two previous ones) is a treasury of infor

By

mation. The author

brings together researches of a diverse charac
ter, and has done a prodigious amount of work. At the same time,
it cannot be said that the work is an objective one, for its tenden
tious character would be admitted readily by the author. This re
viewer finds himself asking the question while reading it: Is there
the clear-cut disjunction between Eros and Agape which Nygren
seems always to find? Is there not a tendency, in the development
of such a thesis, to divorce Christianity from the ordinary concerns
of life, and to disallow the Christian claim to the sanctification of
all of life?
On the

positive side, Nygren

strikes

a

powerful

blow at all

forms of self-sufficient humanism. God does not lie at the end of
the road of human quest and human achievement. In the last analy
sis, God is seeking for an alienated race, and out of the spontaneity

implies, is making
conspicuous omission in

which the doctrine of divine transcendence
overtures toward

work,

man.

If there be

it is in the treatment of the

a

area

the
the

of human response.
Harold B. Kuhn

The Bearing of Recent Discovery on the Trustworthiness of the
New Testament, by W. M. Ramsay. Grand Rapids: Baker
Book House, 1953. 422 pages. $4.50.
program of Baker Book
choice it is. This book was originally the James

This is another volume in the

House, and

Sprunt

a

good

Lectures for

1911,

reprint

at Union

Theological Seminary,

Rich-
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mond, Virginia. The lectures

were

almost

whoUy

World War I before first
will

serve

new

pubhshed. Long out
usefulness by being available

rewritten after

print, the book
to preachers and

of

laymen.
One of the

interesting

section in which the author

features of the book is

gives

an

account of his

introductory
early education

an

England. It is not likely that many American Bible
students would appreciate the type of classical training which was
normal in Ramsay's day. Of greater interest is the autobiography
of his intellectual and spiritual journey from a skeptical liberalism
to an acceptance of the veracity of Bible history.
m

Scotland and

This book
ment

really

does not

the title would

as

cover

the whole of the New Testa

indicate, but rather is limited

to

Luke, the

Acts, and the Pauhne letters. Asia Minor is the geographi
cal center of interest, but other areas about the Mediterranean also
Book of

enter the

study.

The author describes his aim and

technique

"My aim is
discovery, and

thus:

principles that result from modem
to illustrate their bearing on the New Testament. The method is to
show through the examination of a few passages which have been
exposed to hostile criticism that the New Testament is unique in the
compactness, the lucidity, the pregnancy, and the vivid truthfulness
of its expression
." This aim and method is carefully carried out
in the book. Sometimes the argument of the book is quite detailed
and closely knit, and the impression of "heaviness" is made by
frequent, long, and involved sentences. A knowledge of Greek and
Latin would help greatly in appreciating the book. The conclusions
to state certain

.

.

of each discussion
Recent

are

sound and conservative.

archaeology

has added much to

our

knowledge

of New

Testament times, which really makes this book out-dated in some
respects; yet it has not contradicted the essential insights of Sir
William

Ramsay.

The volume is still of real worth to the student of

the New Testament.

Herbert Livingston
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Ways of Evangelism, by Roland S. Scott (Editor). Mysore City,
India: The Christian Literature for India,
Wesley Press and
Pubhshing House, 1953.
This

volume, Ways of Evangelism, has resulted from the
marked renewal of interest in the evangelistic task of the Church in
India in recent years. The publication was
sponsored by the Council
of Evangelism of the National Christian Council of India. The
editor, Roland W. Scott (who is an alumnus of Asbury Theological
Seminary) is the Executive Secretary of the Council. The fact that
the National Christian Council has sponsored the
survey and the
printing of this book is indicative of the widespread interest m
evangelism in India today.
Ways of Evangelism presents in a very practical and specific
way the various methods of evangelism, both old and new, that are
being employed m the presentation of Christ to the multitudes of
India. It seeks to explain how these methods have been adapted to
the needs of the land and its people. About twenty-one Christian
leaders, both missionary and Indian, have contributed chapters;
these contributors were chosen for their experience in the various
methods described. Thus the book is the result of

wide range of
most practical manual for

and

a

knowledge, and makes a
any pastor, evangelist, or layman who is interested in making Christ
known to the people of India.
Though written specifically for use by the Church of India,

experience

Ways of Evangelism should be

a

useful manual for missionaries and

nationals of the various mission fields. Here is

merely with
evangelism.

the

"why,"

but

more

important,

a

book

dealing

not

with the "how" of

J. T. Seamands

The Doctrine

George

of the

Taught by Christ Himself, by
Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing

Atonement

Smeaton.

as

House, 1953. 502 pages. $5.95.
The purpose of this book, a reprint, is to exhibit the entire
teaching of Christ on the subject of the atonement as this teaching

is recorded in the

there

are

Gospels.

It is not

several references to

primarily
contrary positions

tations of what the author considers to be

a

polemic though

with Biblical refu

erroneous.

Pastors and

The
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students will find this monumental work

ing the atonement,
heavy.

but the average

The re-issue of this work

a

great aid

layman

comes

at an

to understand

may consider it too

opportune time in that

it may well serve as an antidote to much of the loose and fanciful
thinking of those who say they want the teachings of Christ without

the

interpretation

of the

tion of all the passages
the atonement.

apostles. The book is an exegetical exposi
in the Gospels which deal in any way with

Its scope, if limited, is extremely intensive. The atonement is
examined from practicaUy every angle through the words of Christ

himself. Some of the basic

assumptions

are

a

sovereign God,

a

Christ, utterly sinful man, the trustworthiness of the New
Testament, and the need of the atonement. These assumptions are
divine

in

day when so much is doubted. The author's thesis
is seen in these words, "Nothing important can keep its ground, if,
indeed, anything of paramount moment can be said to remain,
where the atonement is abandoned, or no longer held in some
form" (p. 408).
The volume first appeared in 1868 in England. Its author,
considered by Dr. James Chalmers and others as one of the most
accomplished Greek scholars of his day, gives us a definitive work
on a much neglected but central Christian doctrine.

refreshing

a

Milo D. Nussbaum

Primer

on

Roman Catholicism

New York: Association

for Protestants, by Stanley I. Stuber.
Press, 1953. 276 pages. $2.50.

The Protestant-Roman Catholic

problem is perennial. The
purpose of this volume, written primarily for Protestants, is to give
greater clarity and understanding where basic issues are concemed.
In each chapter some aspect of the problem is presented, first from
the Roman Catholic point of view through official Roman Catholic
sources, after which an appraisal is made from the Protestant
standpoint.
The author. Dr. Stuber, is an eminent
Baptist who has held
in
the
Protestant Christian world, not only in
important positions
his own denomination, but also in inter-Church movements on both
the national and intemational levels.
Through long famiharity with
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and

pohcies

write

a

book

on
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teachings of the churches
this important subject.

The five main sections of the

he is weU

with related

book,

qualified

topics,

to

are as

follows:

First, the Historical Background of

the Church. Both Europe
included in the survey. The Roman Catholic inter
of the Protestant Reformation is also
given.

and America

pretation

are

Second, the Roman Catholic Church and How It Functions.
Various topics are considered, including the absolute
authority and
power of the Pope, the Ten Commandments and Six Precepts of
the Church, the special mmistry of the seven sacraments, functions
of the Catholic priest, and the place of the laity in the Roman
Catholic Church.

Third, the Beliefs of Roman Catholics. Their basic beliefs are
discussed, as weU as their attitude toward the Bible, veneration of
the Virgin Mary, marriage, divorce, the family, birth control, the
miracle of the Mass, heaven, heU, purgatory, and indulgences.
Fourth, Practices of Roman Catholics. This section deals with
good works, confession, the devotional life, world missions, and
social

justice.

Fifth, Areas of Conflict. Attention is given to education, the
public school, democracy, the world power of the Vatican, and
church union.
A final

summary of the differences
between Protestants and Roman Catholics, fifty-five of these differ
ences

being

Two

chapter presents

outstanding

place, the Roman
dispassionate manner,
ing

helpful

noted.

first

Catholic

a

sources.

two official

drafts of the

In

merits of the book should be noted. In the

position is presented in a clear and
use being made of reliable Roman

Catholic
liberal

fact, several

censors

of the Roman

manuscript,

scholars, includ
Catholic Church, examined

Roman Cathohc

thus "insuring

an

unbiased and accurate

description of Roman Catholicism. Secondly, references for further
reading on the Protestant point of view are appended to each chap
ter. For those who want the facts about Roman

book will be of great value. It will
work for both pastor and layman.

serve

as a

Catholicism, this

valuable reference

William M. Arnett
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Baptizing Work of the Holy Spirit, by Merrill F. Unger. Wheaton, Illinois: Van Kampen Press, 1953. 147 pages. $2.00.

Along with the renewed emphasis upon evangehsm and Chris
tian experience in contemporary Protestantism, there has also come
from the press a literature stressing the ministry of the Holy Spirit
in Christians and to the world. To this growing body of literature
belongs the book under review by the professor of Old Testament
at Dallas Theological Seminary. Dr. Unger is probably best known
in academic circles for his prize-winning volume on Introductory
Guide to the Old Testament.
The author devotes the first

chapter

of his latest book to what

he believes to be current misstatements and confusions

work of the

concerning

He then

Holy Spirit.
baptizing
proceeds in the next
three chapters to trace through the Gospels, the Acts, and the
Epistles successively the teachings on this theme. He concludes his
treatise with a discussion of "The Baptizing Work of the Holy Spirit
the

and Power."

The central thesis of this volume is that while the birth of the
and the

baptism with the Spirit are distinguishable, they are
never separable. "The baptism with the Holy
Spirit and regenera
tion are thus two complementary, and yet distinct works of God,
simultaneously and eternally wrought in the believer the moment
he exercises saving faith in Christ" (p. 10). To Dr. Unger, "it is
an absolute
impossibility to be a Christian at all in this age, and not
be baptized with the Spirit" (p. 16).
Spirit

The Dallas author is careful to

distinguish theoretically the
baptism with the Sphit, regeneration by the Sphit, sealing with the
Spirit, and the indwelling of the Spirit; but he refuses to separate
them in point of time experientially. He also distinguishes between
the baptism with the Spirit and "the fiUing with the
Sphit," asserting
that "One baptism for the believer is in contrast to the
many infillmgs" (p. 15), and that the "baptizing work of the Spirit is universal
among Christians, whereas the filling with the Spirit is not" (p. 17).
One is unprepared to follow Dr. Unger's reasoning and exe
getical conclusions unless he accepts the Dallas professor's explana
tion of the meaning of the baptism with the
Spirit. To Dr. Unger
this baptism is inseparably tied-up with a
rigid type of dispensationahsm and an unconditional eternal
security. He holds that the
baptism with the Holy Spirit "puts the believer 'm Christ'
into
.

.

.
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and, therefore, brings the believing one mto an eter
Body
nal position, which is unalterable and
immutable, having the finality
of God's own unchangeable nature
One 'in Christ' positionally,
can never again
through all eternity be 'out of Christ' positionally
..." (p. 15). Repeatedly our author affirms that the
"baptizing
work of the Spirit is
non-experimental, whereas the filling with the
Spirit is experimental" (p. 16). Consequently, the Spirit's baptism
gives the believer "standing or position," whereas the "mfilling
concerns his state or walk"
(p. 18).
Dr. Unger so unites his doctrme of the
baptizing work of the
with
his views on "sovereign grace" and an "unforfeitHoly Spirit
able, unchangeable, eternal life" as the "absolute gift to aU who
believe,'' that if one does not preach "these eternal glories" of a
positional baptism into Christ and of an unconditional, eternal
security, he has no gospel at ah (pp. 25-26). Such an interpreta
tion will be acceptable to only a segment of
Bible-believmg Chris
.

.

.

.

.

.

tians.
One does not read far into

Unger's book to discern that he
doubtlessly is aiming at correcting the "fanaticisms" and "con
fusions" of two groups in particular: the Tongues Movement with
its "sign" or "evidence" emphasis, and the Holiness Movement in
Wesleyan-minded churches. Concerning the latter he writes: "Other
groups interpret the baptizing work of the Holy Spirit as an experi
ence of 'perfect holiness,' and fall into the
vagary of 'sinless perfec
tion' and 'eradicationism.' Ah, in viewing the Spirit's baptizing
work as a 'second blessing' or 'second work of grace' for the behever, necessarily cast a reflection on the completeness of the first
work of grace, wherein Christ, in all His fulness, becomes the
portion of the believer the moment he is saved" (p. 14) One might
ask Dr. Unger how a second work of grace could reflect on the
completeness of the first work of grace any more than to stress the
future glorification of the believer through resurrection by the
Spirit. In other words, regeneration, sanctification, and glorification
might prove to be successive stages of Christ's complete salvation,
each of which is administered by the Spirit.
Dr. Unger's scholarly attempt at a comprehensive survey of
the baptizing work of the Holy Spirit in the New Testament is
especially commendable in the light of his treatment of the Pauline
passages along with the portions in the Gospels and the Acts on this
theme. Not frequently enough are such passages as I Cor. 12:13,
.
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6:3-4, Col. 2:9-12, Eph. 4:5, Gal. 3:27-28, adequately
treated by expositors in the light of Acts 2, 8, 10, and 19. How
ever, this reviewer finds it impossible to foUow Dr. Unger's exposi
tion at several points. For instance, our author asserts that the
Romans

Samaritans

(Acts
John,

were

not saved

(regenerated)

under

Philip's mmistry

8), but had to await the commg of the apostles, Peter and
under whom they were baptized with the Spirit and thereby

(p. 66). By the same token one would be forced to say that
the Ethiopian eunuch was not saved under Phihp's guidance since
there is no record that the eunuch was baptized with the Spirit
(Acts 8:26-40).
It seems to this reviewer that Dr. Unger's exposition of the
Acts is not governed by the inductive evidence within the book, but
by the arbitrary, dogmatic definition with which he has approached
the baptizing work of the Holy Spirit and to which he has slanted
his interpretations of the various passages. Especially surprising is
the author's failure to interpret Acts, chapters 2 and 10, in the light
of Peter's own interpretation of the baptizing work of the Holy
Spirit both among the Jewish disciples in Jerusalem and the Gentile
believers in Caesarea (Acts 15:8-9). In the Acts 15 passage Peter
clearly indicates that the baptizing work of the Spirit has to do with
the state of the believers, namely, imparting to them purity of heart
by faith. A fair, full. Scriptural consideration of Acts 1 5 : 8-9 would
alter the whole thesis of Dr. Unger's book. The almost studied
omission of exegeting Acts 15 in the light of the rest of Acts, and
of an etymological and historical study of the term "baptism"
thereby showing the purifying or cleansing work of the Spirit in His
baptizing ministry seems to weaken greatly what, in other ways,
is a commendable study of the New Testament on this ageless theme
of the person and work of the Holy Spirit.
saved

�

�

Delbert R. Rose

What Is

Religion? by Alban G. Widgery.
Brothers, 1953. 329 pages. $5.00.
This

New York:

Harper

&

impressive and important volume is authored by the pro
philosophy at Duke University. He is known internation
ally, having served on the faculties of Cambridge, St. Andrew's and
Bristol in England and Bombay in India and having written several
fessor of
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books
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comparative religions. In the breadth and accuracy of the
author's command of data and in the soundness of his
judgment
one recognizes here the work of a mature
scholar. It is a book on
the philosophy of religion. The
include a discussion of
on

philosophy

in

general

and the

chapters
philosophy

of

religion
destmy of

Also under discussion is the nature and
nature and reality of God. Sm and salvation

chapters

particular.

man

and the

are discussed m the
well-informed
and
objective,
judicious manner.
deal with various religious practices,
religious emo

various faiths in
Other

m

an

tions and ideals and "the

meanings

religion." The volume is
of
lectures
delivered
at
Oxford
and Cambridge. The
outgrowth
fluence of F. R. Tennant upon the author is evidenced not
m

an
m-

only by

the dedication and the

acknowledgments

but also in the text.

Objectivity, comprehensiveness and clarity of perspective
characterize the author's treatment of the main elements common
to all the great religions of the world. The
arrangement is

according
repeatedly shows
the
up
inadequacies of Naturalism and of Neo-orthodoxy but he
would be classified as a fundamentalist or even "evangelical" in the
to

topic

rather than

religion

or

time. The author

current U.

S. meanmg of the term. His treatment is more than
and description. There is evaluation and not infrequently

analysis
important Christian insights. There is no apparent "axe to grind,"
and instead a relatively unbiased way of setting down points shared
in common and those in which they differ. Because of the author's
orientation in philosophy as well as comparative religions he is able
to set their things in proper perspective and evaluate them.
Of particular significance for Christianity is the author's dis
cussion of sin and salvation. He notes the "confusion" in Hinduism
with reference to evil. He shows the
Christian

inadequacy

of the view of

some

philosophers that evil is the "demonic" in the God-head.
He shows the shortcommg of Naturalism in viewmg sm as primarily
maladjustment rather than defiance of a Supreme WiU. He argues
that, contrary to Naturalism, the religions have recognized that the
consciousness of sin comes not only by natural processes but by
experiental contact with the divine. Only by the "eradication of
religious experience from human life" can Naturalism be harmon
ized with religion on this "fundamental issue" (p. 194). He finds
that Naturalism, Marxian Communism and "Liberal" Christianity
of the early twentieth century all exaggerated the effectiveness of
social organization (p. 193). He thinks Christian thinkers have
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placed too great a stress on sin and that the most characteristic note
m Christianity is thanksgivmg for salvation and hope. He recog
nizes that in most religions love is the highest note and the ideal.
Agamst Naturalism and Absolute Idealism the author maintains
"that God is to be conceived as a spirit, in the manner of Personal
Theism (p. 289). In conclusion he has some sound advice about
the function of a Philosophy of Religion in leading those dissatisfied
with Naturalism or dogmatic theology into religious satisfaction.
understanding and clarity
with which it gives perspective to both philosophy and religion. The
book might have had added usefulness if the quotations had been
documented with footnotes and if the author had been more specific
in drawing up recommendations for the best in religion. A more
forthright espousal of the merits of Christianity would satisfy many
readers and probably would not detract from the perspective which
the "detached" philosopher and historian seeks.
The chief value of the book is the

Geo. a. Turner

The Return to Reason, edited

Co.,

nery

charge

embedded in

sufficient to

John Wild.

Chicago: Henry Reg-

1953. 373 pages. $7.50.

The familiar

principles

by

frighten

serious consideration

philosophy based upon
classical philosophy is 'naive'
that

a

the reahst
has been

the courageous from giving it
possibly tenable world-outlook. The

away all
as

a

save

metaphysics, the surrender
of great areas of the investigation of data to the special sciences, the
subsumption of all philosophy under the category of a phenomenological epistemology, and the loss of an ethic rooted elsewhere than
in the caprice of the individual.
The Return to Reason brings within one set of covers fourteen
essays, which set forth the principles of classical Realism as they
relate to major contemporary philosophical questions, and as they
bear upon education, theology, ethics and statecraft. This reviewer
feels a deep sense of indebtedness to his esteemed tutor for making
alternative has been the abandonment of

such

a

wealth of material available. The work avoids the usual

tendency

of

have done

a

symposia, namely to lack coherence.
thorough task of coUaboration with the

Dr. Wild must

several authors,
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to their

writing on their respective subjects. The end product
thoroughness of its Editor.
To give an adequate review of the total material of this
closely
reasoned volume would require an entire issue of a
periodical like
this one. The most that can be done here is to indicate its
major

is

tribute to the

a

themes. Basic to the work of each contributor is
agreement with the
that
a
view
accord
with
'common sense' (i.e., be
principle
may
naive) without being false. This panel of writers is remarkable in

that each refuses to be intunidated by the
sophistication which the
various forms of idealism love to parade, and in that none is driven
from his

position by the exuberance
subjectivists announce their claims.

with which either

positivists

or

The writers included in The Return

to Reason recognize the
of
'naive
realism'
and seek to elaborate it uito
mcomplete quahty
a system which will do
to
the
demands of reason for an ade
justice

quate accounting for both being and knowing
tors in the content of

nize the

tendency
epistemology.

philosophy.

inseparable fac
same tune, they recog
be overly concemed with
as

At the

of British realism to

The volume is concemed to present what may properly be
termed a 'realistic approach.' This involves two major principles:

a) that the universe consists of 'a plurality of active, existent enti
ties'; and b) that these entities can be known (in part, at least)
with accuracy by the human mind. This implies an ontology which
seeks to defend metaphysical study against positivism's shrinking of
the

area

the

senses.

of

possible reality

to the

qualities

of

things

as

presented

to

In his essay "Phenomenology and Metaphysics" John Wild
sets forth the two basic principles of a realistic metaphysics, namely,

the 'law of contradiction' and the

'principle of sufficient reason.'
The former of these asserts a radical disjunction between being and
nothing. The application of this principle will cut the ground from
beneath the radical 'philosophies of becoming' which are so fashion
able
and dogmatic
today. The second is applied according to
the rule that aU which "contains reasons" is intelhgible in itself
(p. 57).
In the relating of these principles to finite entities. Professor
�

Wild

�

seems

change

as a

to this reviewer to establish his case

all-pervasive; that is, that while change
human experience, it is not the obvious and

datum is not

pervades the data of

(a crucial one) that
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'given' thing

that either Descartes and

believed,

is

nor

Locke, or their foUowers,
it the basic thing which Dewey or Bergson beheved

it to be.

Rather, change

concept and

fact is

comprehensible
insights of classical philosophy, namely,
the distinctions between substance and accident, between matter
and form, between essence and existence, and as well, in terms of
the tendentious quality of all finite entities. In this connection, our
writer observes that tendency emerges at any level at which essence
and existence conjoin; it is thus a necessary ingredient in "the com
plex structure of any finite entity" (p. 65).
only

as a

as a

in terms of the basic

It has been standard

among Idealists, and especially
among Personalists, to equate realism with materialism, and to
declare themselves the last bulwark in our day against both natural
ism and materialism. Professor Oliver Martin has rendered excel

procedure

lent service in his essay "An Examination of Contemporary Natu
ralism and Materialism" in showing that a realistic
philosophy in
such

a

ralism
matter

limits

either in

itself,

metaphysics or in epistemology, in
way as to render it in a relation of affinity with either natu
or materiahsm. In fact, naturalists are so
lacking m the
of possessing a rational thesis that they can in no
proper

no sense

claim to be realists.

Moreover, naturalism contams within
itself other contradictions, which produce such a dilemma as can
be solved only by absolutizing a method. This leads to a denial of
metaphysics, and a severance of any relation between the moral and
the ontological (p. 90). Realism as a
philosophy is specifically com
sense

mitted to the task of
not

accidental

that the relation between the two is
one of
conjunction), but an essential

showmg

(i.e.,
(of direct implication). Thus, reahsm and naturahsm
ally poles apart.
an

one

one

are actu

With respect to the frequently repeated
charge that reahsm is
Professor
Martm observes that the aUiance
imphcit materiahsm.
between naturahsm and materialism is closer than
many suspect.
While the latter is dogmatic in
asserting "the ontological prunacy
of inorganic matter," the former is
chiefly concemed with assertmg
the primacy of its
inci
methodology over any

dentally

it

possible ontology;

rejects

the

dogma

of materiahsm. Materiahsm has

an

priori hmit upon its content which makes it as inconsistent with
reahsm as is naturalism. In distinction to
both, realism mamtams an
a
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openness with respect to both content and methodology, and its
determmation to determine
emphically what exists and what is real.
With respect to a theory of
knowledge, the volume contains
certain underlymg principles, which are expressed
by

systematicaUy
Epistemology." They are,
m brief: a) that
epistemology depends upon knowledge, and not
vice versa; b) that knowmg imphes some identity of knowledge and
the thing known {contra epistemological duahsm,
representationism, etc.); c) that the root principle of a true epistemology is that
there is m knowing a non-physical mode of being, "a relational act
of identification with somethmg which it is stiU different from";
d) that sense and reason are valid types of cognition; and e) that
the basic quality of all awareness is intentionahty.
Closely related to this discussion is Henry Veatch's discussion
of Reahstic Logic. He disavows both a slavish foUowing of the
Aristotelian logic, and a capitulation to the claim of symbohc logic
to be able to determme the character of philosophy. Rather, he
proposes an 'intentional logic,' that is, a logic which deals with
concepts and propositions in relation of intentionahty, rather than
in their purely logical relations.
The foregoing observations concerning the material of The
Francis H. Parker

m

Return to Reason

come

his essay "Reahstic

from Part I of the

volume, and have

not

been concemed with Part
reahstic

philosophy to
theology. A brief word

II, which deals with the application of a
art, education, law, sociology, politics, and

concerning the last of these.
John Wild has a section upon rational theology at the end of his
Essay (pp. 65ff). Recognizing the force of recent criticisms of
Thomas Aquinas' classical arguments, he insists that there are three
valid areas of inference with respect to reasoning from finite being,
namely the areas of existence, of causation, and of finite-infinite.
In "A Reahstic Theory of Forgiveness," J. Arthur Martin explores,
from the viewpoint of a realistic view of law, morahty and moral
relationships, the questions of guilt, repentance, sacrifice, forgive
ness, and authority of divine mandate. His statement, concise as it
is, has real merit for the student of the philosophy of Redemption.
Two general observations on the volume must brmg this re
view to

a

needs to be said

close. The first is the attitude of the writers toward ancient

Classicism. Two

the

absence of

the

a

presence of

things are notable in this connection: first,
slavish dependence upon Aristotle; and the second,

an

appreciation

of the work of Plato. Robert Jordan
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has made the second of these features clear

his

exceedingly able
and fair minded essay, "The Revolt Against Philosophy," in which
he shows that to reject Plato wholesale, and to judge his whole
philosophy by certain undemocratic aspects of his Republic is to
impoverish the field of philosophical endeavor.
The second observation is, that each writer deals apprecia
tively, just so far as that is possible, with the several forms of
'newer' reahsm, notably Critical Realism and Neo-Reahsm. While
the panel must disagree with these in their excessive preoccupation
with epistemology, they welcome what is vahd in the contention of
these types of thought, especially that there must be some kind of
identity between knowledge and the thing known although they
must disagree with their explanation of that identity. They welcome
also the position advanced by Neo-Realism, that the process of
knowing implies an independence of the thing known from the
process of bemg known.
m

�

Enough has been said to indicate that The Return to Reason
is in reality a text-book and a reference book, combined into one.
The fourteen essays not only make clear the awareness of their
writers with a vast body of material; they contain analyses which
make the volume indispensable to the man who will think basicaUy,
no

less than to the teacher of

philosophy

or

of the

philosophy

rehgion.
Harold B. Kuhn

of

What Americans Believe and How They Worship,
by John Paul
Wilhams. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1952. 400
pages.

$5.00.
A

description of religious life in
tive, dispassionate way. Helpful to all
the religion of their neighbors.

Christianity and Existentialism, by
Reformed

America written in

an

objec

who would understand better

J. M.

Pubhshing Company,

Spier. Presbyterian

and

1953. 140 pages. $3.00.

The author is at present pastor of the Reformed Church at
Sneek, Holland. In this volume he gives expositions of the various

conceptions

of Existentialism. The book closes with

a

statement of

the truth in Existentialism.

by J. Baines Atkinson. New York:
sophical Library Publishers, 1953. 160 pages. $2.75.

The Beauty of Holiness,

Philo

clarifying the specific Methodist em
holiness, by a professor of Chff CoUege,

An exceUent little book

phasis on
England.

the doctrine of

Prophecies of Isaiah, by Joseph Addison Alex
Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publications, 1953. 482

Commentary
ander.

on

the

pages. $8.95.
A

verse-by-verse commentary
tinguished theologian and Oriental
classic."

on

by a dis
Zondervan "reprint

the book of Isaiah

scholar. A

The
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Saint Paul's

Epistle

Rapids:

The

a

Philippians, by J.
Pubhcations, 1953.

the

Zondervan

A re-issue of

Church of

to
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standard commentary

B.

Lightfoot. Grand

350 pages. $3.50.

by

a

scholar of the

England.

Philosophy of Revelation, by Herman Bavinck. Grand Rapids:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1953. 349 pages.
$3.50.
Ten lectures

on

the

subject,

six of which constituted the Stone

Lectures delivered at Princeton in

Reformed

The

theologians

1908-09; by

one

of the foremost

of modern times.

Self-Disclosure of Jesus, by Geerhardus Vos. Grand Rapids:
Wm. B. Eerdmans

Publishing Company,

1954. 311 pages.

$4.00.

expositions of the Messianic selfconsciousness of Jesus produced by conservative scholarship, by a
former Princeton professor of theology. A reprint.
Reputedly

one

of the finest

That the World May Know, by Charles W. Ranson. New York:
Friendship Press, 1953. 166 pages. $2.00. (pap. $1.25.)
The book is

a

valuable aid in the

study

of

present-day

situa

tions in missions.

Man's Search

for Himself, by RoUo May. New York: W. W. Nor

ton, 1953. 271 pages. $3.75.

May tries to help the individual come to terms with him
by providing a storehouse of information for the reader in a
clear and concise manner, comparatively free from the jargon of
the specialist.
Dr.

self
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in 20th

Century America, by Herbert Wallace Schneider.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1952. 244 pages.
$4.25.
An mformative and

rehgious

porary

Christian

With

of the contem

scene.

Worship,

Hedley.

carefully-sketched picture

New

lucidity

Some

Meanings and Means, by George Percy
York: Macmillan, 1953. 306 pages. $4.50.

and

precision. Dr. Hedley deals with a variety of
church architecture, music and preachmg, baptism
topics
and marriage, and family worship and private devotions.
such

as

And Peace at the Last,

Philadelphia:

by

Russell L. Dicks and Thomas S.

Westminster

Press, 1953.

A

sympathetic, intelligent treatment of one of
cult problems of the pastor's ministry together with
excerpts on death and dying from various writers.

The Bible in Pastoral Care,
mmster

by Wayne

Kepler.

94 pages. $1.50.

E. Gates.

the most diffi
a

collection of

Philadelphia:

West-

Press, 1953. 127 pages. $2.50.

enlightening treatise on using the Bible in counseling.
There are two helpful appendixes : a bibliography for supplemental
reading, and a list of universities, seminaries, and divinity schools
where pastoral counseling is taught.
An

A Man

of the Word: Life of G. Campbell Morgan, by Jill Morgan.

New York: F. H. Revell

Company,

1951. 404 pages. iUus.

$4.50.
The life of G.

Campbell Morgan

as

compiled

from his diaries.
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of History, by Roger H. Shinn. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953. 302 pages. $4.50.

Christianity and

the Problem

outstanding topics of our
day. The author with erudition and vigor sets forth his analysis of
various Christian and non-Christian philosophies in his effort to
answer the problem.
A

timely

contribution to

New Testament Studies,

by

one

of the

C. H. Dodd. New

York, 1952. 182

pages. $3.00.
The author has collected in this excellent volume

eight papers
The
three
first
twenty years.
attempt
the
tradition
which
and describe
lies behind
pre-literary

written in the

course

of

some

identify
Gospels. Two chapters deal with the
last three chapters are studies in the area of
to

the Four

mind of Paul and the

Biblical

Theology

of

the New Testament. A valuable contribution.

The Christian

Culture, by Emile CaiUiet. New York
and Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1953. 288 pages.
$3.75.

Approach

to

A discussion of the

relationship

between

Christianity

and

modem civilization.

The

Kingdom of God: The Biblical Concept and Its Meaning for
the Church, by John Bright. New York and NashviUe: Abing
don-Cokesbury Press, 1953. 288 pages. $3.75.
A

comprehensive survey of Hebrew history and reUgion. The
concept of the Kingdom of God is presented as the motivating force
of the Church, and readers are chaUenged to become worthy citi
zens of this Kingdom.
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Audio-Visual Materials; Their Nature and Use,
by Walter Amo
Wittich and Charles Francis Schuller. New York:
Harper &
Brothers, 1953. 564 pages, illus. $6.00.
A

description of some procedures necessary to the satisfactory
utihzation of teachmg aids, such as globes, chalk-boards,
graphics,
three-dimensional materials, films, etc.

Major Voices in American Theology, by David Wesley Soper.
Philadelphia: The Westminster. Press, 1953. 217 pages. $3.50.
The author chooses six
Nels F. S.

Edwm Lewis, Reinhold Niebuhr,
H. Richard Niebuhr, Robert L. Cal

men:

Ferre, Paul Tilhch,

houn, and evaluates their lives and writings with reference
contemporary scene.

The Modern Rival

to the

of Christian Faith: An Analysis of Secularism,

by Georgia Harkness. New York and NashviUe: AbingdonCokesbury Press, 1952. 223 pages. $2.75.
The author discusses the secular faiths of

time:

scientism,
humanism, democracy, nationahsm, racism, fascism, capitalism,
and communism. Over against these she places Christianity as the
true and only satisfying faith.
our

Sacrifice in Greek and Roman Religions and Early Judaism, by
Roy den Keith Yerkes. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1952. 267 pages. $3.50.

work, the Hale lectures of 1951, the meanmg of sacri
fice, its origin and ritual, is traced from the earliest tunes to the
In this

The Christian meanmg and unphcations
considered as they affect Christian living and Chris

dawn of the Christian
of sacrifice

tian

are

worship.

era.
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About First Fruits Press

Under the auspices of B. L. Fisher Library, First Fruits Press
is an online publishing arm of Asbury Theological Seminary.
The goal is to make academic material freely available to
scholars worldwide, and to share rare and valuable resources
that would not otherwise be available for research. First Fruits
publishes in five distinct areas: heritage materials, academic
books, papers, books, and journals.
In the Journals section, back issues of The Asbury Journal will be digitized and so
made available to a global audience. At the same time, we are excited to be working
with several faculty members on developing professional, peer-reviewed, online
journals that would be made freely available.
Much of this endeavor is made possible by the recent gift of the Kabis III scanner,
one of the best available. The scanner can produce more than 2,900 pages an hour
and features a special book cradle that is specifically designed to protect rare and
fragile materials. The materials it produces will be available in ebook format, easy
to download and search.
First Fruits Press will enable the library to share scholarly
resources throughout the world, provide faculty with a
platform to share their own work and engage scholars
without the difficulties often encountered by
print publishing. All the material will be freely
available for online users, while those who
wish to purchase a print copy for their libraries
will be able to do so. First Fruits Press is just
one way the B. L. Fisher Library is fulfilling the
global vision of Asbury Theological Seminary to
spread scriptural holiness throughout the world.
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